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(ABSTRACT) 

The increasing demand for greater capacity of mobile communications has led to the 

petition of more radio spectrum at 1900 MHz for the new personal communication service 

(PCS) systems. The PCS spectrum is proposed to coexist with current fixed microwave 

spectrum. This presents cochannel interference control problems which can be avoided 

with extensive propagation studies in both measurements and predictions. Currently, there 

is no readily available tool to predict propagation channels for the small coverage area that 

PCS operates at 1900 MHz. 

This thesis presents new methods for propagation prediction without relying on 

measurements but rather local environment geometries and their electrical properties. The 

propagation prediction tool developed is based on the principle of geometrical optics and 

Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction. Geometrical optics enables computer software to 

automatically trace the propagation of radio wave energy from the transmitter to the 

receiver. The ray tracing techniques presented are optimized for speed with a little trade- 

off in accuracy. Also, efficient techniques were developed to find true diffracting building 

edges in dense urban environments. The propagation prediction software also rely on 

other commercial software packages such as AutoCAD and GRASS to maintain and 

manipulate the environmental database as well as displaying prediction results. The 

software yielded reasonable accuracy when compared against VT campus propagation 

measurements at 900 MHz and 1900 MHz.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

The rapidly growing demand for wireless communications will lead to the 

development of new personal communication service (PCS) systems which promise better 

efficiency and capacity. PCS will have much smaller cell area with lower antenna heights 

and transmitting power than the existing cellular systems. Accurate knowledge of PCS 

radio coverage is critical in terms of spectrum efficiency and service quality. A thorough 

understanding of urban radio channels is needed to optimize system design and 

installation techniques. The current cellular system design techniques rely extensively on 

field measurements which is often too costly, time consuming, and inflexible. Often, the 

systems are designed by trial and error method where the actual signal strengths are not 

known throughout the entire region of service until after base station installations. This 

design technique often leads to the problem of unserviceable areas where the customers 

are unable to make any phone call or on-going calls are dropped when the users enter the 

bad areas. 

Another problem with service quality is signal interference from cochannel users. 

Due to limited spectrum resources, cellular system providers divide their allocated 

spectrum into many cells and reuse the same frequency. The frequency reuse scheme 

gives rise to cochannel interference which degrades system performance. Service 

providers would like to reuse the available spectrum as much as possible in the dense 

urban environments to maximize the number of users and, therefore profits. However, 

frequency reuse is limited by the propagation condition where it is not fully understood in 

urban areas. The empirical propagation prediction models are barely adequate under the 

current low capacity systems where the cell radius is quite large. However, the proposed 

PCS systems will likely have much smaller cell radius and lower antenna height than 

current cellular systems. 

American Personal Communications (APC) is currently petitioning the Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) for PCS spectrum in the 1850-1990 Mhz band. 

However, this frequency band is being used by the private microwave communication 

services. After conducting extensive research on microwave spectrum usage in eleven 

major US cities to determine PCS spectrum availability, APC concluded that at least 50 
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Mhz of spectrum in the 1850-1990 Mhz band is unused in most major markets. This 

available spectrum is enough for immediate PCS service start-up [APC91a]. In some 

markets, it is possible for PCS to share some spectrum with the existing fixed microwave 

users. Possible radio interference between the present fixed microwave users and future 

PCS users is of great concern. PCS base stations can be optimally located to minimize 

possible interference but mobile user movements are not predictable nor controllable. 

Accurate interference prediction tools for PCS is urgently needed to reliably estimate 

system performance and capacity. The lack of proper propagation prediction tools has 

prompted APC to sponsor a research grant at the Mobile & Portable Radio Research 

Group (MPRG), Virginia Tech to investigate these problems. The research has yielded a 

prototype software propagation prediction tools, which is capable of determining the path 

loss and interference with reasonable accuracy for a given area. Deterministic physical 

principles of radio waves propagation mechanisms of reflection and diffraction are used 

in this research. The predicted signal levels represent the local average estimates of the 

received signal. Local signal average is the statistical mean of the signal strengths at the 

receiver. Rapid signal fluctuations cannot be accurately predicted due to the extreme 

randomness of the channel environments. 

1.2 Research Described in Thesis 

Current conventional radio coverage prediction tools are not applicable to the 

emerging PCS, as was shown in [Rap90], and [Sei91]. Diffraction and geometrical optics 

propagation models applicable to PCS environments were implemented by the MPRG 

under the APC research grant. Building and terrain databases were used to compute the 

field strength at the receiver induced by wave diffractions and ray reflections. 

Diffraction characterizes the bending behavior of radio waves around obstacles. 

Multiple diffraction occurs when there are more than one obstacle blocking the line of 

sight path between the receiver and the transmitter. A three dimensional knife edge 

diffraction model is used in this research. For the multiple diffraction model, the electric 

field distribution at the previous obstacle is used to compute the electric field distribution 

at the present obstacle [Rus91]. The received electric field due to diffraction is computed 

by the power summation of the top and side diffracted electric fields. 

At PCS frequencies, geometrical optics can be used to approximate signal 
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reflection and penetration by buildings. Geometrical optics is a good approximate 

solution of Maxwell equations under the condition that the propagating wavelength is 

much smaller than the building dimensions. This assumption is valid in most PCS 

environments. Also, building surfaces are assumed to be smooth and infinitely planar so 

that only specular reflections occur. When a ray impinges upon a building surface, some 

energy will be absorbed, some will be reflected, and some will be transmitted. Snell's laws 

of refraction and reflection are used to quantitatively determine the reflected and 

penetrated ray strength and propagating direction. Since the signal attenuation by a 

building is large, the penetrated field strength is negligibly small compared to diffracted 

and reflected field strengths for outdoor receivers. Therefore, the penetrated rays 

emerging from any building to the outside environments can be neglected without 

significant effects on accuracy. However, signal penetration into buildings will be 

considered for indoor receivers. The research will combine a modified version of three 

dimensional diffraction model [Rus91] with a specular reflection model to yield the 

prototype PCS propagation prediction software. The prototype software were written in C 

programming language on SUN workstations. 

Public domain Geographical Information System software, GRASS [Gra91] is 

used as a geographical database management system for the propagation prediction 

software. GRASS was originally developed by the US Army Construction Engineering 

and Research Laboratory (CERL) to perform data storage, data display, data manipulation, 

and data analysis. GRASS stores terrain data in its raster format and building data in its 

vector format. Both terrain and building data are used by the propagation prediction 

software. The results of propagation prediction can be directly imported to GRASS for 

display as raster signal level contours. Building and road data can be overlaid on top of 

signal raster map to visualize the actual locations. GRASS has many capabilities such as 

profile and three dimensional display of the raster map as well as map calculations. The 

terrain data of Washington DC were purchased in 9-track tape from the US Geological 

Survey (USGS) of the Interior Department. GRASS has a special built in function to 

import this data file into its data structure. The building data of downtown Washington 

DC area around the Washington Post building were obtained from APC who purchased 

them from a photogrammetric firm (PDS, Inc.) in Sterling, Virginia. The data provided 

reside in AutoCAD format which was converted to GRASS format by our newly 

developed GRASS file filter programs. The USGS also provided data on vegetation which 
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can be useful for future version of this propagation prediction software. 

1.3 Contributions of Thesis 

Major contributions of this thesis include: 

1. Literature reviews of published work for channel modelling. 

2. Development of a reasonably accurate and automated propagation prediction 

software with very fast execution time. 

3. Development of methods to obtain and display cochannel interference using the 

propagation prediction software on GRASS. 

4. Implementation of the models using C programming language on UNIX SUN 

workstations. 

5. Integration of GIS software, GRASS with the propagation prediction tools. 

6. Development of methods to utilize GRASS as an integral part of propagation 

prediction tool. 

7. Standardized AutoCAD building drawing specifications before importation into 

GRASS. 

8. Obtained digital building data for Washington DC in AutoCAD. 

9. Drafting specifications of building data into AutoCAD from stereo-pair 

photographs with Photogrammetric Data Service, Inc. (PDS). 

10. Integration of both terrain and building data in the propagation prediction 

software. 

11. Validation of models by comparing predicted results with measured results at 

Virginia Tech campus. 

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is arranged in eight chapters and two appendixes. Each chapter covers 

a specific aspect of the research and may relate to other chapters. Chapter two contains 

current literature reviews of work done by other researchers in this field. Chapter three 
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contains principles of propagation models considered in this research. Chapter four 

contains the introduction to GRASS and its application as propagation prediction tools. It 

is a good introduction to readers without any previous background in geographical 

information systems (GIS). Chapter five takes a specific and detailed look at GRASS data 

formats as well as data conversions from AutoCAD to GRASS. Chapter six looks at 

techniques used to implement the propagation models mentioned in chapter three. 

Chapter seven compares various VT campus propagation measurements to predictions at 

900 MHz and 1900 MHz. Chapter eight introduces the software developed for this 

project. Chapter nine concludes the thesis with a few important remarks. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Fast Fading Statistics [Par89][Par92] 

Fast fading signals are resulted from the phasor sum of many multipath 

components arriving at the receiver at an instance of time. Each multipath component has 

undergone different doppler shifts and propagation delays. Due to the randomness of each 

component phase, fast fading occurs over a very small distance (i.e. a few wavelengths). 

The doppler shift of each multipath component is directly related to the velocity of the 

receiver and the component arriving angles as it moves through space by 

i, = 7 00S Cy [Hz] (2.1-1) 

where f, = doppler shift on nth component 

v =velocity of mobile receiver (m/s) 

A = wavelength (m) 

a, = angle between incoming multipath and direction of 

moving receiver. 

It has been shown that when a number of scattered waves are assumed with 

approximately equal signal strengths, random arrival angles, and identically and 

independently distributed phases, then the received signal envelope is Rayleigh 

distributed. These are good assumptions when the topography of the channel is 

obstructed. The probability density function (PDF) for the Rayleigh fading envelope is 

p(s) =—se 7° (2.1-2) 

2 = average power of any of all multipaths where 0 

Ss =signal strength 

and the cumulative density function (CDF) for this distribution is 
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5 

Pis<S] = [ae 20745 = 1-e 27 (2.1-3) 
oO 

0 

The level crossing rate and the average fade duration of the signal can be 

determined from Equation 2.1-2 and Equation 2.1-3. The level crossing rate across S, is 

defined as the number of times per second that the signal crosses a specified signal level in 

a positive-going direction. For a vertical monopole antenna such as a typical cellular 

antenna mounted on a car, the level crossing rate, N(S) is defined as 

N(S) = Janxf,pe” (2.1-4) 
where f,, = maximum doppler shift and 

  

S 
p= (2.1-5) 

Sims 

with the average fade duration of 

P[s<S] 
(S) N(S) (2.1-6) 

The maximum level crossing rate occurs when p = -3 dB. However, when 

considering large coverage areas, the Rayleigh fast fading component can be averaged 

over space of a few wavelengths to obtain the local average of the signal. 

2.2 Slow Fading Statistics [Par89] 

Slow fading is the variation of the spatial average of fast fading signals over many 

wavelengths. In general, an empirical model is used to describe the path loss (slow fade) 

throughout the coverage area. A log-normal distribution about the mean is a common path 

loss model. This model is based on a d” path loss with a standard deviation o about its 

mean. Free space path loss exponent n is equal to 2 which is obtained from the free space 

radio wave propagation formula (Chapter 3). For a set of path loss measurements, a linear 

regression line can be used to calculate (n, o), such that these parameters give the 

minimum mean square error (MMSE), 

Pa(d) = Pp(d,) ~ 10n xlog(4) +X, (22-1) 

where Pp(d) =received power at distance d [dBm] 
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Pp(d,) =received power at reference distance d, [dBm] 

n = path loss model exponent 

X,,= log-normal random variable with 0 dB mean and 

standard deviation of o dB. 

The CDF of Pp can be obtained from the log-normal distribution, 

—-Pyp(d 
P[Pp(d) >n1 = of 2=Fe | (2.2.2) 

and 

P,(d) - 
P[Pp(d) <n] = o| Oo" (2.2-3) 

where Pp is defined in Equation 2.2-1 with sigma equal to zero and 1y is an arbitrary 

power level in dBm. Also, Q(z) is defined as, 

x 
2 Q(z) = ax. (2.2-4) 

. 
Bas 

2.2.1 Complex Impulse Response of a Multipath Channel 
[Rap89][Par92] 

The multipath, wideband channel impulse response at baseband is given as, 

N-1 . 

hot) = Yale’ 8(1-4,(9) (2.2-5) 
i= (@Q 

where a;(t,t) = amplitude of jth multipath arriving at time ¢ and delay t 

6,(t,%) =phase of i” multipath arriving at time ¢ and delay 1 

T, = time delay of jth multipath arriving at time ¢ 

N= total number of multipaths arriving at time t 

5(t) = Dirac delta function. 

The time variable t, specifies the location of the receiver and the time delay, t, 
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specifies the multipath delay at time, t. The RF channel impulse response can be obtained 

from the baseband channel impulse response by, 

h(t,t) = Re[h,(t, De) (2.2-6) 

The baseband signal envelope at the receiver, r(t) can be obtained from the 

baseband channel impulse response, 

f 

r(t) = 5 fetta) hy (t,t) dt (2.2-7) 

where c(t) is the complex envelope of the input signal. At RF, r(t) becomes x(‘), 

x(t) = Re[c(t) eo"). (2.2-8) 

Note that c(t) = 1 yields x(t) = cos(27f,t), which is a continuous wave (CW) signal. The 

digital communication system data transfer rate is limited by intersymbol interference 

which can be characterized by the channel impulse response. 

2.3 Channel Impulse Response Statistics [Rap89][Sei91] 

The root mean square (RMS) delay spread can be used to statistically characterize 

the impulse response of the wideband channel. Another statistical parameter is the mean 

excess delay which is defined by, 

1 N-1 

i= 5. y a (2.3-1) 
TimQ 

where 7, is the arrival time of the first multipath component which is usually normalized 

to zero and G, is defined as Ne4 

G,= ¥ qj. (2.3-2) 
im Q 

The RMS delay spread (0) is defined as 

o_= (2-3? (2.3-3) 
where 
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ve (2.3-4) 

2.4 Empirical Propagation Models 

Many empirical models resulted from extensive propagation experiments have 

been developed over the years to predict radio wave propagation for current cellular 

communication systems such as the Okumura-Hata models. Most empirical models in use 

today are the results of statistical studies of the measured data. The applications of these 

empirical models are limited in terms of frequency, range, antenna height, antenna pattern, 

and coverage areas. These models provide the design guidelines for existing cellular 

systems. However, no empirical models for microcellular or PCS are available for system 

design guidelines at this time. Deterministic propagation models derived from 

fundamental electromagnetic theory are gaining popularity as prediction tools for PCS 

design. Geometrical optics, geometrical theory of diffraction, knife edge diffraction, and 

scattering theory can be used separately or combined to predict the signal strength given 

the propagation environment information. 

2.4.1 Okumura [Oku68][Hat80] 

This model predicts the field strength from empirical formulas for general types of 

terrain. The model makes up for its deficiency in urban environments with correction 

factors. Various correction factors for various urban environments are used. This model 

is based on field measurements taken in Tokyo, Japan. Statistical formulas and correction 

factors of the model were derived from observation and analysis of the measured 

propagation data. 

From the measurements, Okumura generated a family of curves to predict 

propagation loss for many situations. Okumura included many loss factors to account for 

urban losses: street orientations, terrain, mixed land and sea paths, and etc. The basic 

form of Okumura’s model can be expressed as: 

PL [dB] = Lrs +A- Arc - Herc 

where Lxg = free space loss 

A =correction of Ls in urban areas over "quasi-smooth" terrain 
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using a reference transmitter height of 200 meters and a 

reference receiver height of 1.5 meters 

Htc = transmitter height-gain correction factor when transmitter height 

is not equal to 200 meters 

Hrc = receiver height-gain correction factor when transmitter height is 

not equal to 1.5 meters 

Despite their simplicity, the curves are cumbersome to use for system planning. 

Also, it is not reliable to use these curves generally due to the inherent vagueness of the 

conditions for the correction factors. In another study, Hata was able to fit empirical 

formulas to Okumura’s curves. These formulas assumed the following criteria: 

- Transmitting and receiving antennas are isotropic 

- Quasi-smooth terrain 

- Urban area conditions 

Hata’s resulting path loss (PL) equation is: 

PL [dB] = 69.55 + 26.16log (f,) — 13.82log (h,) 

—a(h,,) + (44.9 — 6.55log (h,) ) log (R) (2.4-1) 

where f,= carrier frequency (MHz) 

hp = base station effective antenna height (m) 

hm = mobile station effective antenna height (m) 

R =T-R separation 

a(hg) = correction factor for mobile station antenna height if h,, # 1.5 m 

This path loss equation is valid over the following ranges: 

Se: 150 - 1500 MHz 

hp: 30 - 200 m 

R: 1-20km. 

Hata also included correction factor formulas for suburban and open areas, so his 

path loss equation can be used for numerous cities. However, there is no guidelines of 

categorizing an area into urban, suburban, or open area categories. 

Work has also been done to predict wide band channels. Turin presented a 
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statistical irnpulse response model based on the general complex baseband impulse 

response. His model assumed a priori that the phases {0,} of the multipath components 

are statistically independent and uniformly distributed over (0,27). Turin found that their 

urban measurements with delays {t,}, other than the LOS paths, can be described by a 

modified Poisson process with a mean arrival rate, A. The path strength {a;} of each 

component was found to have log-normal distribution, whose mean and standard 

deviation are dependent on t.. 

2.5 Deterministic Theoretical Models 

Deterministic propagation prediction models rely on the electromagnetic 

fundamentals and the spatial characterizations of the channel rather than experimental 

propagation measurements. Deterministic models are much more flexible than empirical 

models in terms of adapting to new channel parameters. The disadvantage of 

deterministic models are the computing requirements for accurate predictions. 

2.5.1 Schaubach and Russell [Sch92][Rus91] 

The basic principle behind three dimensional multiple knife edge diffraction 

remains the same in this research project with many implementation improvements. One 

improvement is the numerical calculation speed using a table lookup method for 

integrating Fresnel’s integral. Other improvements include algorithms developed to 

search for true diffracting edges over roofs and sides for many buildings in a typical city. 

Also, modification was made to include antenna patterns of the receiver and transmitter 

and to insure numerical stability of solution convergence. However, the basic Fresnel- 

Kirchoff knife edge diffraction/multiple diffraction principle remains unchanged. There is 

a drawback of the model due to propagating numerical errors and small angle 

approximation as well as oblique angle approximation of incident angle with respect to the 

diffracting edge. More detail treatment of three dimensional diffraction can be found in 

chapter three. 

The site-specific propagation modeling work of Schaubach was one of the first at 

MPRG utilizing rigorous 3D ray tracing for microcell environments. The models use 3D 

ray tracing-geometrical optics, radar cross section of a flat plate-scattering, and wedge 
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diffraction theory. Schaubach’s work has been tested with numerous wideband 

measurements in which this thesis work will be comparing against. Specular reflection is 

modeled by discrete rays traveling in every direction launching from a point source with 

identical ray tubes. These launched rays obey Snell’s law of reflection and refraction at 

the boundaries of different media. For more detail treatment of geometrical optics, refer to 

chapter three. 

The use of radar cross section of a flat plate to model scattering due to building 

faces is an interesting idea. However, the requirement of radar cross section is that the 

receiver must be in the far zone of the scattering object, i.e. R > (2D?) /X where D is the 

largest dimension of the scatterer and A is the wavelength of the propagating wave. At 

UHF or microwave frequencies, the far zone distance can be a few kilometers from a large 

building. However, only a small portion of the building surface is illuminated by each ray 

tube, therefore the effective area of the scattering object is much smaller than the physical 

area of the object. Hence, the far zone distance from the scattering surface is much 

smaller. Thus, the far zone distance requirement is reduced drastically. 

2.5.1.1 Bistatic Radar Link Equation [Col85][Stu81] 

The bistatic radar equation relates the transmitter effective radiated power and the 

power intercepted and reradiated by a target, to the received power at some other location. 

The intercepted and reradiated power of the scatterer at distance r; from the transmitter is 

the product of the radar cross section of the target and the incident power density. 

P target = Sine (2.5-1) 

Where o, the radar cross section of the target, is related to the ratio of incident energy to 

the energy scattered toward the receiver. The power received at a distance r> from the tar- 

get is 

2 
P Top Op?) Gp@.9,)d ° 

PR 37. \2,,\2 
(47) (r;) (75) 

By definition, the radar cross section (RCS) is defined as an effective area relating 

the energy uniformly illuminating a target to the energy isotropically reradiated by that 

(2.5-2)   
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target. The RCS of an object is theoretically determined as the ratio of the scattered field 

to the incident field as the distance between the target and the observation point 

approaches infinity. The bistatic RCS is a function of the incident and scattering direc- 

tions, geometry, orientation, electrical property of the target, and the polarization of the 

incident field. The RCS evaluation is a complicated, and tedious analysis. Analytical 

expressions are only available for simple geometric shapes such as sphere, cone, flat plate, 

and etc. [Kno85][Ruc70][Cri68]. 

2.5.1.2 Radar Cross Section of a Flat Plate [Ruc70][Kno85] 

The analytical result of a flat plate is obtained by using physical optics to 

approximate the surface fields on a perfectly conducting flat plate and then integrating 

these fields over the plate surface to obtain the scattered field. As the frequency 

approaches infinity in the limit, physical optics solution becomes geometrical optics 

solution. The advantage of physical optics model is that it includes the dimensions of the 

scatterer. The RCS of a flat plate is given as [Kno85], 

2 sin (sinOcosp + sinBcos¢) 
4nA 2 

o= cosO cos 5 _ 
r > (sinOcos¢p + sinOcos¢) 

  
  

sin” (sinO sing + sinOsing) 
(2.5-3)   

= (sinO sing + sind sing) 

where A is the wavelength, kK = 27/A is the wave number, L is the length of the plate, 

W is the width of the plate, and A is the area of the plate. The angles 0, p describe the 

direction of the incident field and the angles 6, @ describe the direction of the scattered 

field. The specular direction is given by 6 = 6 and p = 1+9. 
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Equation 2.5-3 is valid for plates with much larger dimensions than a wavelength. 

The scattering pattern described by this relation is a three-dimensional sin (x) /x pattern 

with the main scattering lobe in the specular direction. The width of the main lobe, and the 

subsequent spacing of the pattern nulls, is inversely proportional to the dimensions of the 

plate. That is as the frequency and the plate dimensions approach infinity, the beam width 

of the scattered field approaches zero. This is a special case of physical optics which is 

geometrical optics. 

2.5.1.3 Wedge Diffraction [Fel73] 

The bending behavior of waves around building edges can be modelled by wedge 

diffraction. Analytical result for diffraction caused by a 90° wedge was derived by 

[Fel73]. The wedge is assumed to be perfectly absorbing and extended to + along the z- 

axis transverse to the direction of propagation. The evaluation of Green’s function in two 

dimensions (using cylindrical coordinates) for a line source yields a free space correction 

term A(@) which determines the diffraction loss caused by the wedge. This correction 

term can be adjusted for point source excitation by transforming the solution of the two 

dimensional wave equation to the three dimensional wave equation, which yields 

1 1 1 
A(@) = —=| =——_ - — 2.5-4 ©) - rl meso, ore 

where 

Table 5.1: Parameters of Equations 2.5-4 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Variable Description 

k, Free space wave number [radians/meter] 

Zz Angle the incident j“ diffracted ray [radians] 

A(@) Attenuation factor for the jdiffracted ray 

dd Diffracted ray path length between Tx and Rx 

E, Reference electric field [V/m] at d, 

E, Received electric field due to i® diffracted ray         
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Similar to geometrical rays, an incident ray striking the wedge gives rise to a cone 

of diffracted rays, with the cone angle being given by ¢;. Thus, the field reaching the 

receiver by diffraction 1s 

(2.5-5) 

  

The summation term in Equation 2.5-5 takes care of the spreading along the prop- 

agation path. The product term accounts for additional spreading of the wave at the dif- 

fracting edge. 

2.5.2 Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [kel62][Kou74] 

Diffraction over a ridge, a mountain, or any object with a finite dimension wedge 

can also be modelled using geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD). It differs from the 

knife edge diffraction by accounting for the shape and electrical characteristics of the 

diffracting edge such as conductivity, permittivity, and surface roughness. GTD also 

includes the effect of polarization of the propagating wave, multiple diffractions, and 

reflections from the wedge surface. However, there are some multiple diffracting cases 

that GTD suffers serious errors. GTD can be applied at frequency range from 100 MHz to 

10 GHz which neglects the surface wave and space wave propagating mechanisms. GTD 

was introduced by Keller as the solution to the wedge diffraction problem. However, the 

original GTD solution does not work in the transition zone, i.e. when the source, the 

diffracting edge, and the receiver lie in a straight line. Later, Kouyoumjian and Pathak 

modified Keller’s work with a new diffraction coefficient that also works in the transition 

zone. GTD is an attractive model because it is basically an extension of geometrical 

optics in which the diffraction coefficient plays a similar role as the reflection coefficient. 

The computation of the GTD diffraction is numerically more complex than that of a knife 

edge diffraction. In general, the GTD model is better than the knife edge model for large 

wedge angles and grazing diffraction angles. 
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Knife edge 

Figure 2.5.1 Geometry of GTD and knife edge diffraction 

The GTD model predicts the electric field at a receiving point P by, 

. tL 
—jkd,o 

e 
Eorp = E, ; [ ]4:*?; (2.5-6) 

f // 

where A; is the amplitude factor and Dj; is the GTD diffraction coefficient for the 

wedge (also a function of polarization). Also, E, is the source electric field amplitude at 

d,, Ss is the distance from the source to the first diffracting wedge tip as shown in Figure 

2.5-1, and dio is the total ray distance from source to receiving point (dj. = s+p in Figure 

2.5-1). 

  

-th 

For the single diffraction case, the amplitude factor becomes [Lue89a] 

| S 

Also, the GTD diffraction coefficient, D; is a function polarization of the incident 

field at the wedge. Keller formulated that if the wedge is a perfect conductor, and the 

receiver is not close to the transition region, then D, for the jth wedge is given by, 
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-jzsin (1m/n) 
+ e ! 

Oy ik | SST — cos (( — 6°) /n) 
  

  

\ 
¥ os (n/n) — cos ((0+ 0) Nn) | 25-8) 

where all parameters are shown in Figure 2.5-1. For the finite conducting wedge with 

locally rough edge, the diffraction coefficient Dj; is given by, 

Si 1 x[e ot (= ae 6’) + Dis = sek )F (kL;a* (9-6)   

toot (Z—0=9)) (KL;a (o-9°)) 

m— (> + 9’) 
2n 

+R cot ( ) F (kL a" (6+ 6’) 

+R, | cot (At O+e)) F (KL, at (o+0’)) | (2.5-9) 

where F(x) is the Fresnel integral, 

  

oO 

. 2 

F(x) = 2j,Jfxe* | eT" at (2.5-10) 

dx 

and for the single diffraction case, 

_ SP - L 0 Sep (2.5-11) 
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Also, 

- 2 

a* (B) = 2cos [Penn -8) and B = o+ 9’. (2.5-12) 

The N* variable of the above equation must satisfies 

2nnN’'-B =n and 2nnN = =n. (2.5-13) 
R, and R, are the reflection coefficients for perpendicular or parallel polarization 

for the O' face and the n™ face, respectively. These reflection coefficients are also 

dependent on the surface conductivity and roughness. If the surface is perfectly smooth 

and perfectly conducting, then the reflection coefficients are +- 1, for R, and R,, 

respectively. 

It is interesting to note that for n=2 and d),d5 > u (refer to Figure 2.5-1), the GTD 

result is similar to the knife edge result. However, the two approaches are quite different. 

The knife edge approach integrates over the secondary sources at the unobstructed 

diffracting space to yield the diffracted field. The GTD approach is the combination of ray 

propagation via direct path, reflected path, and diffracted path. It is basically an extension 

of geometrical optics to include diffraction mechanism. The results of GTD prediction 

with perfect wedge conductor are drastically different for different polarization. In 

shadow region, GTD predicts more attenuation for perpendicular and less attenuation for 

_ parallel polarization than knife edge diffraction. However, the actual terrain diffraction 

measurement results show very little difference between two polarization. In this case, the 

knife edge model is more accurate. If the wedge is no longer perfectly smooth and 

conducting, then the GTD predictions become more accurate for both polarization. 

The GTD model is also capable of multiple diffraction prediction. Figure 2.5-2 

shows a typical situation of a double wedge diffraction. Basically, the diffraction 

coefficients are found by treating the second diffracting wedge tip as the receiving point 

for the first wedge diffraction. The first diffracting wedge tip as the source and the third 

diffracting wedge tip as the receiving point for the second wedge diffraction, and so on. 

The basic GTD equation still remains the same except for A, and L of Equations 

2.5-7 and 2.5-11, respectively. Refer to Figure 2.5-2, there are two diffracting wedges for 

which two diffraction coefficients must be computed. 
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Figure 2.5.2 GTD double wedge diffraction geometry 

The first diffraction coefficient can be calculated by considering the ray from 

source S diffracted by wedge #1 to the tip of wedge #2, denoted as Agj7 & Ls, 

Ss ss’ 
A = {———___ = . 2.5- 
512 Is (s+s’) and S12 = S457 (2.9-14) 

The second diffraction coefficient can be found by considering the ray from the 

source at the wedge tip #1 diffracted by wedge #2 to P, denoted as Ajop & Lj2p 

Arp = [—s**s and Lip = 2 2.5-15 
12P  Np(s+s' +p) — 12P ” pas’ (25-15) 

2.5.3 Bertoni [Ber92][Xia92] 

This model is based on the physical optics solution of the forward multiple 

  

diffraction past many equally spaced absorbing half-screens with equal height and 

uniform separation distance much larger than a wavelength. Basically, the incident field 

on successive edges is derived from physical optics to yield a multidimensional Fresnel 
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integral, which is expanded into a series of functions, (obtained from Boersma). The 

authors believed that the absorbing screens diffraction can be used to model building 

diffraction in dense urban environment. Figure 2.5-3 shows a typical multiple half-screen 

diffraction scenario. 

  

  

Figure 2.5.3 Diffraction by absorbing half-screens 

The path loss at the mobile receiver is the sum of the free space path loss and the 

diffraction path loss. The diffraction path loss has two parts, the diffraction loss until the 

last roof edge before the receiver, and the diffraction loss from the last roof edge down to 

the receiver, Lg; and Lg? from Figure 2.5-3, respectively. The diffraction loss, Ly 

[Ber92], 

Gp (8) 1 1,4 

hp —h,, 2 
where 8 = atan ( ), r= J (h, —A,,) 2 +x*, and Gp is the receiver antenna gain. 

x 
  

The diffraction loss, Ly, is written as, 

Ly = —10log (G07) (2.5-17) 
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where Gr is the transmitter antenna gain and Q is the attenuation factor, 

  

  

  

co 

1 - Q- iM y al [2¢ irl Try g (2.5-18) 
q=0 

where 

she (2.5-19) &¢ ” Jd . 

and 

I _ (M-1) (q-1), 
M-1,q ~ 2M M-1,q-2 

pI 1 g-1 — 3q- 

+——= a (2.5-20) 
2M Jn he, (M-n—-1 

with initial terms, 

M-1 

I -_!_ and | - 1 y I (2.5-21) M-1,0 Ma/2 M-1,1 4 dre hot n3/2 (M — ny 3/2 

Note that the calculation of function Iyjq is a recursive procedure given by 

Boersma. When g, is small, the series converges rapidly which corresponds to grazing 

incidence of the source field at the diffracting edges. 

2.5.4 Ikegami [Ike84][Ike91] 

This model applies when the transmitting antenna is visible from the last roof edge 

that blocks the mobile receiver. It uses single roof diffraction and diffraction-reflection 

models to calculate the mean signal strength of the receiver between two rows of 

buildings. Figure 2.5-4 shows the model propagation paths. 
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Incident ray b 

  

Figure 2.5.4 Propagation paths geometry 

The received electric field component, E, is only diffracted by building M. The 

received component, Ey has undergone diffraction by building M and reflection by 

building M+1. The diffraction mechanism is modeled by infinite knife edge and the 

reflection mechanism is modeled by geometrical optics. In short, 

0.225 (E,J/Aw) 
  

1 ‘Psin(o) (A-4h,) G22) 

and 

E_ JxQW- 0.225 (EqWA(2W—w)) 0.5.23) 
    

1 ‘Psin(o)  £,(H-h,) 

where E, is the free space field strength at the receiver and L, is the reflection loss at the 

M-+1 building. The received local average field strength can be computed by, 

E = JE7+E3 (2.5-24) 
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which is the power sum of each received component. Equation 2.5-24 can be expanded to 

give 

  

  E = 0.225 E I(w+20—”), (2.5-25) 
(H-h,) {2sin(o) ) ° L? r 

2.6 Summary 

Microcellular propagation is very dependent on local building topography and 

terrain which cannot be easily characterize statistically. The reliability of statistical/ 

empirical models is limited in the measured environment and cannot be generalized for 

many possible different situations. However, deterministic models based on geometrical 

optics with geometrical theory of diffraction, and physical optics are generally much more 

reliable since they do not depend on any experimental measurement. However, the 

accuracy of each model is dependent on the validity of its assumptions and the degree of 

utilization of site-specific spatial data. It is possible to incorporate a number of 

propagation models into one propagation prediction package to improve the overall 

prediction accuracy and to overcome the deficiencies of one model. 
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3 Propagation Models 

Propagation prediction accuracy depends on the accuracy of the propagation 

models. As previously mentioned in Chapter Two, most current propagation models being 

used for cellular coverage propagation prediction are empirical in nature. First, many 

propagation measurements are made and characterized statistically. Then, an empirical 

model is derived from the statistics of the measured data and is used for propagation 

prediction. This technique yields satisfactory prediction results if the prediction 

frequency, antenna heights, and antenna patterns remain the same. Also, the prediction 

environments must by statistically the same as the measured environments, and a very 

large number of measured data must be collected. Obviously, there are drawbacks with 

statistical models: measurements are very expensive in terms of man power and 

equipments and are not flexible to adapt to new environments. As the result of current 

model limitations, deterministic models are proposed. Recently, there has been much 

interest in deterministic propagation models for cellular coverage predictions. This is in 

part due to the result of advancing computer technology in both hardware and software. 

In the past decade, microprocessor speeds have increased over 100 times and have become 

more powerful than ever before. Software sophistication has also grown rapidly. Present 

geographical information system (GIS) and computer aided design (CAD) software are 

more than adequate to model city buildings, terrain, trees, etc. As computing power 

become very cheap and readily available, the drawback of numerical calculations required 

for deterministic models is no longer a major limitation. With today’s more powerful 

workstation computers such as the Sun family of Sparc 10s, site specific/deterministic 

propagation prediction tools are no longer dreams but realities. In this chapter, two 

deterministic propagation models are studied: geometrical optics and Fresnel-Kirchoff 

diffraction theory. Geometrical optics deals with ray phenomena of electromagnetic wave 

particularly in the optical region. It only predicts direct, reflected, and penetrated rays but 

neglects the behavior of the wave nature of electromagnetic waves propagation which 

does not predict the bending of traveling energy. Such bending behavior of propagating 

electromagnetic energy is called diffraction. The Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction theory fills 

in this missing gap of the wave bending characteristics. It is used to predict only the 

amount of energy that propagates around corners of obstructing objects. The total 

prediction signal strength is a power sum which is the average over space of direct, 

reflected, penetrated, and diffracted propagating signals. 
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3.1 Free Space Propagation [Des72][Col85] 

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum environment is referred to 

as free space propagation. Assuming the transmitter and the receiver antennas are located 

in free space, then the link equation can be established to find the received power. The 

power density generated by the transmitter antenna in a given direction is defined as 

P.G,(8.,9,) 
Se LP eee 5 f (3.1-1) 

4nR 

where P,G, is the effective radiated power and 47R 2 is the area of the emanating sphere 

at distance R from the transmitter antenna. The angles 0 P o ' specify the direction with 

respect to the bore sight of the transmitter antenna. These angles are not needed for 

isotropic antennas since the gain is equal in all directions. 

The intercepted power at the receiver is the product of the effective area of the 

receiver antenna and the incident power density at the receiver. The effective area of the 

antenna is a fictional area which represents the ability of the antenna to convert the 

received power density to the time average power. The expression for the effective area is 

given by 

7G, (8, 6,) 
Aer - 4n 

(3.1-2) 

Thus, the received power can be found by multiplying Equation 3.1-1 with 

Equation 3.1-2 to yield 

x 2 

Preey = (gap) P1G,(8, 4) G (8,.4,). 3.1.3) 
recy 

Often, the path loss information between the transmitter and the receiver is desired 

for system design. The path loss in dB is 
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Plog =P, -P,.,- (3.1-4) 
Ta 

From Equation 3.1-3, the path loss of free space can be determined by 

4nR 

dB ap 

3.2 Geometrical Optics 

Geometrical optics refers to the asymptotic solutions of Maxwell equations as the 

carrier wavelength approaches zero. Practically, geometrical optics can be used to 

approximate the solutions of Maxwell equations when the carrier wavelength is much 

smaller than its surrounding environment. Basically, the fields are expanded by the 

Luneberg-Kline high frequency expansion series [Col85][Bal89]. It connects the theory 

of geometrical optics and wave propagation. The Luneberg-Kline series expansion 

assumes that the electric field for high frequency fields can be written as, 

_i8,w (R) Em (R) E(R,w) = — 
m=0 Uw) 

(3.2-1) 

where R is the position vector and B, is the phase constant of free space. Substituting 

Equation 3.2-1 into the wave equation, 
Fs 

V-E+P7E = 0 (3.2-2) 
with the restriction of the Maxwell condition, 

Ver = 0. (3.2-3) 

By equating the same power of “w” of Equation 3.2-1, one can obtain the eikonal 

equation as shown in Equation 3.2-5. Geometrical optics theory predicts the direct, 

reflected, and transmitted electromagnetic fields between different media interfaces. It 

obeys the Fermat’s principle which states that the optical field travelling path between two 
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locations assumes the shortest possible path. Using geometrical optics, discrete rays can 

be launched and traced from the source to the receiver in presence of buildings and terrain 

to find the received field strength. Geometrical optics is a good estimation given that the 

propagating wavelength is much smaller than the surrounding dimensions. At 2 GHz, the 

propagating wavelength is 0.15 meter, or approximately 5 inches, which is much smaller 

than most surrounding objects such as buildings, hills, cars, etc. 

Geometrical optics principle involves the transport of electromagnetic energy in an 

isotropic medium as ray tubes based on conservation of energy flux. In other words, the 

intensity and power per unit solid angle between two points obey the law of conservation 

of energy. The rays that travel from point p; to another point p> follow a shortest optical 

path or in mathematical form, 

P2 

5 [in (s) ds 

Pi 

0 (3.2-4) 

which is a representation of Fermat’s principle where 5 represents the spatial variational 

difference and n(s) is the index of refraction of the medium. In a homogeneous medium, 

n(s) is a constant which makes the ray paths straight lines. 

The principle of geometrical optics involves the formation of the traveling wave 

front from the source in a homogeneous and isotropic media. Let the source starts 

emanating waves at time tg which forms the primary wave front surface. At time t,, the 

waves travel a distance A/ =v(t1-tg) where v=c/n (c is the speed of light in vacuum) is the 

speed of the traveling wave in the medium and n is the index of refraction. The secondary 

wave front surface at time t, is parallel to the primary wave front surface. The ray path 

travels in a straight line from the primary wave front is perpendicular to the primary wave 

front surface. The ray paths are always perpendicular to the wave front surfaces in a 

homogenous and isotropic medium. As the rays travel farther away from the source, it 

generates not just one wave front but a family of wave fronts. As before, all the wave 

fronts are perpendicular to the traveling rays. The family of wave front surfaces are called 

the eikonal surfaces which is governed by Equation 3.2-5. 
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2 2 
? OY, 2 

+ (— ) =n“ (s). (3.2-5) 
oy, 

+ (5) 

oy, 
Vy, 92/7 = G9 

  
Figure 3.2-1 Ray tube with two Eikonal surfaces shown 

The time harmonic (e/” 

can be found by 

) electric and magnetic fields at a particular location 

~jk,w, (7) E(?) = E,(?e (3.2-6) 
and 

—jkow, (7) H(?) =H, (?e (3.2-7) 

where K, = (27) /A is the free space wave number and yw, represents the family of 

optical paths of the geometrical optics fields. 

Figure 3.2-1 shows the primary and the secondary wave fronts and the propagating 

rays. From Figure 3.2-1, one can see that the secondary wave front surface is much larger 

than the primary wave front surface. The amount of proportionality determines the 
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amount of power intensity (power per unit solid angle) at the secondary surface. The 

power intensity in the ray tube must obey conservation of energy which leads to 

where F is the constant power intensity of a particular wave front. From Equation 3.2-8, 

one can predict the power intensity at any distance from the source in a homogeneous and 

isotropic medium given the power intensity at a reference distance close to the source. 

The far-zone electric field magnitude, E can be obtained from the power intensity, F by 

IE (r, 8, )| = J2nF (7, 6, 0) (3.2-9) 

where 1) = [/€ is the refractive index of the medium. Substituting Equation 3.2-9 

into Equation 3.2-8 yields 

| E| dA 0 
——— = {_—, (3.2-10) 
| E dA, 

For spherical eikonal surfaces of Figure 3.2-2, Equation 3.2-10 yields 

Fe r 
Jet = 2 (3.2-11) 
El 7 

Similarly, the Equation 3.2-10 becomes 

2 = | (3.2-12) 

Eo 
for plane waves of planar eikonal surfaces. - 
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Figure 3.2-2 Ray tube of radiated spherical wave 

Table 3.1: GO Equation 3.2-6 parameters 

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Variables Descriptions [units] 

L, Free space permeability [A/m] 

E Free space permittivity [F/m] 

Ww Radian frequency [rad/s] 

n Refraction index 

nN Medium impedance [ohm] 

k O Free space wave number [rad/m] 

d, Carrier wavelength [m] 

YW, (7) GO path function [m]   
  

3.3 Specular Reflection and Refraction [Col85][Bal89] 

The electric field at the receiver is simulated by tracing specular reflected and 

transmitted rays from the transmitter to the receiver. The total received power is the sum 

of the power of each individual ray. 
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High frequency approximations of reflected fields can be computed using Snell's 

law, where the specular reflected ray angle is the same as the incident ray angle. Snell’s 

law obeys Fermat’s principle which states that the propagation of the ray from point A to 

point B follows the shortest possible path. The building surface is assumed to have the 

electrical characteristics of a infinite dielectric slab. The reflected electric field is 

governed by the reflection coefficients of the dielectric slab, which depend on the incident 

angle, material permittivity, and polarization. In urban environments, the reflection 

coefficients vary randomly due to a variety of lossy dielectrics and roughness of the 

building surfaces. At present, there is no complete set of the dielectric permittivity 

database for urban buildings around the 2 GHz band to be incorporated into the prototype 

propagation prediction software. A rough estimate of the reflection coefficient magnitude 

[I] of 0.25 and 0.5 is used instead depending on the range of the incident angle 

[Sou92][Lan92}. Also, a rough estimate of transmission coefficient magnitude |7] of 0.25 

is used. The reflected electric field at an interface can be found from Equation 3.2-11 to 

yield 

E 6 
5 r 

IE] = in |E,]. (3.3-1) 
"1 

In general, the transmitted ray bends slightly from the original direction in the 

denser medium. The degree of bending depends on the permittivities of the dielectric 

media. Quantitatively, the penetrating ray direction can be calculated using Snell's law, 

sin (0,) 

  

where 0, 0 ; denotes the incident and transmitted angles measured with respect to the 

surface normal vector and € is the dielectric permittivities of the media. 

3.3.1 Perpendicular Polarization [Bal89][Col85] 

Perpendicular polarization refers to the incident electric field vector direction 

normal to the plane of incidence upon the interface. Figure 3.3-1 shows a typical ray 

reflection and refraction of the perpendicular polarized ray at the boundary of two media. 
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Note that the incident electric field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence which is 

pointing outward of this paper. The interface of the two media lies in the xy plane, thus 

the equation for the incident electric field is 

= —jk, (zcos (0,) +xsin(0;)) , 
Eine = E,e° * 9 (3.3-3) 

and the reflected electric field is 

= —jk, (xsin (0,) -zcos(8,)) . 
Even = E,|le , 3. (3.3-4) 

Trans. ra k y 

  — 72 

  
Inc. ray 

Figure 3.3-1 Perpendicular polarized plane wave at an interface 

The refracted or transmitted electric field is given by 

o tke (xsin (8,) +zcos (8,) ) 
Evrans = Edit y. (3.3-5) 
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The reflection coefficient is found by applying the boundary conditions for both 

the electric and magnetic fields at the interface. For perpendicular polarization, the 

expression for the refiection coefficient is 

cos (0,) — le, — sin (0,) 2 

cos (0.) + Je.- sin (0.) 2 

(3.3-6) 

where E. is the relative permittivity of the second medium. Also, the transmitted 

coefficient is 

2cos (9.) 
7, = . (3.3-7) 
+ cos (8,) + J (,7€) cos (0 ) 
  

The relationship between the magnitude of transmission and the reflection 

coefficients is 

T? =1-Y? (3.3-8) 
and note that when T=0, then ["=-1. 

3.3.2 Parallel Polarization [Bal89][Col85] 

Parallel polarization occurs when the incident electric field is parallel to the plane 

of incidence at the interface. Figure 3.3-2 shows the parallel polarized rays at the 

boundary of two media where the incident electric field lies on this page. From Figure 

3.3-2, the incident electric field is 

= —jk 0. in (0. 
Eine = E, (cos (8,) - 2sin(0,))e* 1 Zoos (8) +x8IN(8)) 3 3.9) 

and the reflected electric field is 

- ~jk, (sin (8,) — 2cos (6 E,eq = E,T (200s (0,) +2sin (0,)) et OOP ~708O)) 3 3 09 
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Trans. ra 
Kt y 
—p Z   

  
Inc. ray 

Figure 3.3-2 Parallel polarized plane wave at an interface 

The reflection coefficient for parallel polarized rays is given as 

€ COS (0.) - fe, — sin (0.) 2 
  

  

[ 5 (3.3-11) 

€ COS (0) + Je. — sin (0.) 

and the transmission coefficient is 

2cos (0,) 
T = . (3.3-12) 

I cos (0) + cos (0.) le,/é, 

The relationship of the complex reflection and transmission coefficient is 

cos (0.) 
T = [14+IT] | —~ 3.3-13 
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3.4 Fresnel-Kirchoff Diffraction [Rus91][Bor65] 

Most of Virginia Tech's investigations on PCS diffraction models were carried out 

by Russell [Rus91]. This chapter reiterates most of the basic ideas and introduces some 

new ones. Some approximations were made such that the fundamental Kirchoff 

diffraction integral would be numerically integrable. Multiple three dimensional 

diffraction models are also discussed. 

3.4.1 Fresnel-Kirchoff Diffraction Integral 

A diffracting building edge is modeled as a perfectly absorbing knife edge. The 

electric field at P in Figure 3.4-1 can be found by the Kirchoff diffraction integral, 

2A ro 
E(P) = —2. [ry loos ~cos(p) Jeet as at) 

P 

which ignores the polarization information of the wave. Equation 3.4-1 integrates over 

the surface S which is the surface of the diffracting aperture. This equation was derived 

by Kirchoff from the Helmholtz wave equation using Huygen’s secondary sources and the 

Kirchoff’s integral. However, it cannot be evaluated numerically in its present format but 

can be approximated to a simpler form if the distance, q is much smaller than the distance, 

sand p. This is referred to as the small angle approximation. 

This is a good approximation since the first few Fresnel's zones near the diffracting 

edge contain the majority of the diffracting energy. The n‘4 Fresnel zone is found with the 

help of the following equation [Rus91][Par89] 

nspxr 
R n stp’ (3.4-2)   

where “n” is any positive integer. Since this equation is wavelength dependent, therefore 

small angle approximation implies that the wavelength should be much smaller than “s” 

and “p”. In general, s and p should be greater than at least 40A to obtain good results. At 

1850 Mhz, s and p must be greater than at least 20 feet, which seems appropriate in the 

cellular environments. 
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      Pp 

Figure 3.4-1 One dimensional single knife edge diffraction 

Assuming that the small angle approximation is valid, r, and r, can be 

approximated using a binomial series expansion, 

2 2 2 2 
o- aaa = pteqm . r S+ >t 5 andr, P+ao tap . (3.4-3) 

Also, the term [cos(a) - cos(H)] in Equation 3.4-1 is reduced to cos(0) which is 

now independent of x and y, and the factor rgfp is estimated as sp. After the above 

approximations, the Kirchoff diffraction integral in Equation 3.4-1 is simplified to 

2 2 
Hp bo ®t 

. ju jut 

E(P) = -2E;sin (8) fe * du fe 2 dt (3.4-4) 

Hy Ty 

where Ef is the free space electric field at P for an isotropic source, 
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glk (s+p) 
E f 4) (3.4-5) 

2 (s+p) [2 (s+p) 

for i=1, 2. Note that Equation 3.4-4 is arranged in the well known Fresnel integral format. 

and, 

The Fresnel's integral is evaluated by Romberg's numerical integration techniques from 0 

to 5 and approximated from 5 to °° [Rus91]. The complex exponential terms of Equation 

3.4-4 which is the Fresnel integral separated into sin and cos functions such that 

2 
Ww , Oo 
jt> 

F(u) = fe * do = C(u) +S(p) (3.4-7) 
0 

where 

o2 r o? 
C(u) = [cos (x) do, and S(p) = [sin (n=) do. (3.4-8) 

Equation 3.4-8 above has the following special properties: C(°°) = 1/2, S(e°) = 1/ 

2, C(W) = -C(-L), and S([l) = -S(-l). The Fresnel’s integral of Equation 3.4-8 can be 

approximated from W = 5 toll = ©, 

    

    

_ Ty ) (m2) 
sin (——) cos (——) 

C(p) = 05+ (0.31831 - 29788) 2 | (0.10132 - 254) | 2 | 

he Ul UW 

(3.4-9) 
and 

( cos Hy) sin my | 

S(u) = 0.5 - (0.31831 - 29°88) 2 | - corors2 — 9454) | 2 

4 HM \ LW 
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(3.4-10) 

3.4.2 Three Dimensional Diffraction 

A single rectangular aperture shown in Figure 3.4-1, consisting of three diffracting 

edges, constitutes three dimensional diffraction. The received electric field at P is the 

summation of the horizontal edge and two vertical edge diffracting electric fields. 

Equation 3.4-4 is used to compute the electric field due to a single diffracting edge. The 

integration limits for the horizontal edge are from x, to x7 and y; to y=. The left 

vertical edge integration limits are from x=-° to x; and y=-©° to y=. The right vertical 

edge integration limits are from x2 to &° and -© to °°. The sin(O) term in Equation 3.4-4 

is around unity in the case of small angle approximation. Therefore, Equation 3.4-4 is 

assumed to be independent of the incident angle 8 such that the building edges can be 

orthogonally projected onto the ray path regardless of angle 0. The error of neglecting 0 

is relatively small for angular variation up to 30 degrees from the diffracting surface 

normal vector. 

3.4.3 Multiple Diffraction [Rus91][Sta83] 

Most diffractions that occur in the real world are multiple diffractions as shown in 

Figure 3.4-2. Equation 3.4-4 is not applicable to multiple diffraction calculations since the 

electric field at the present diffracting edge has been diffracted by previous edges. 

However, Equation 3.4-4 can be manipulated to mee the general form of 

2 

E(P) = -j ve E,( J” 26 4 (3.4-11) 
On KGED) iF fF > a 

where L is described in Equation 3.4-6 and Ep(y) is the electric field at the last 

diffracting edge as a function of y. Basically, Eo(y) represents the Huygen’s secondary 

line source along the y direction emanating from the previous diffracting edge. If the 

diffracting edges are oriented vertically, as in the case of corner diffractions, then the 

electric field at the diffracting edge, Ep is now x dependent. Eps magnitude and phase 

distributions are approximated by quadratic and linear interpolating functions. Eo(y) at 

the present diffracting edge is a function of Eo(y) from the previous diffracting edge and 
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Eo(y) at the present diffracting edge is used to compute Eo(y) for the next diffracting 

edge. This recursive computational method is the basis of Huygens secondary source 

principle, which treats an intermediate observation point at the wave front as a new 

radiating source. In summary, the electric field at the receiver is obtained by recursive 

calculations of electric field distributions at each diffracting edge from the first to the last 

true diffracting edges. From Figure 3.4-2, the electric field at P due to multiple diffraction 

over the tops of the edges is computed by first computing the electric field distribution 

above edge #2 from yl to 100A above yl which is designated by point sources Qs. The 

diffraction parameters for calculating the field distribution at edge #2 are s’,p’,x1’,x2’,y1’, 

and Q’ using Equation 3.4-4. Finally, the field at point P is obtained from the second set of 

the diffraction parameters s,p,x1,x2,y1, and Q and Eo(y) at edge #2 using Equation 3.4- 

11. 

  

: Edge #1 

  

  

Figure 3.4-2 Multiple knife edge diffraction over top edges 
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3.5 Summary 

The basic principles of the propagation models are presented: geometrical optics 

and Fresnel-Kirchoff knife edge diffraction. Geometrical optics is a good approximation 

if the signal wavelength is small relative to the surrounding environments. Fresnel- 

Kirchoff knife edge assumptions are valid if the transmitter and the receiver are at least 

20-40A away from the diffracting edges. Together, they make up the backbone of the 

propagation models used in this research. 
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4 GIS Software, GRASS and its Applications [Raj92] 

GRASS, Geographical Resources Analysis Support System is a public domain 

raster and vector geographical information system (GIS), image processing system, and 

graphics production system software. It has an official listing of about 250 programs 

which were written in C programming language for UNIX machines with over 300,000 

lines of software code. In short, GRASS is a programming language with a large and 

diversified community of users. 

GRASS was originally developed by the US Army Construction Engineering 

Research Laboratory (CERL). Historically, it was the first UNIX based GIS software 

package. It can be obtained with nominal charges for distribution, tapes, CD, technical 

support, and documentation. Furthermore, GRASS may be used in any manner as there 

are no copyrights or restrictions. However, USA CERL should be credited in any 

publications or products that involves GRASS. 

This chapter covers the capabilities and applications of GRASS. GRASS 

database, which is an integral part of GRASS, is covered in Chapter Five with great 

details. This chapter is intended to serve as an introductory to GRASS and its usefulness 

as parts of the propagation prediction tools. 

4.1 GRASS Capabilities 

GRASS is an open architecture software package that grows and adapts to user 

needs. The GRASS user community is responsible for driving GRASS design and 

development. GRASS 4.0 has nearly 200 user programs with more than 4000 files that 

total about 40 man-years of development time. It is written in C language and can run on 

virtually all UNIX machines. It can be interfaced with AutoCAD, relational database 

management systems (RDBMSs), expert systems, and image processing systems. Table 

4.1 shows the specific number of GRASS application programs. 

Table 4.1: GRASS tools 
  

Programs to Perform Related Functions Number 
  

  

Render graphic images on monitors 40       
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Table 4.1: GRASS tools 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Programs to Perform Related Functions Number 

Manipulate raster maps 57 

Manipulate vector maps 31 

Manipulate sites maps 6 

Manipulate multi-spectral imagery 26 

Manage the database 16 

Contributed programs 20 

Programs under alpha test 20         
GRASS is a programming language, and the use of GRASS requires knowledge of 

programming techniques. GRASS is composed of many smaller functions with a 

command line interface. The user must be able to set up and run GRASS correctly which 

means that he or she must be fluent with UNIX operating system. It is unforgiving for 

mistakes, and no on-line help is available. It has a steep learning curve and is best suited 

for self-reliant and knowledgable computer users. GRASS, or most GIS software, is 

developed for the scientific community and are not suited for casual or occasional users. 

Even basic users must be knowledgable with the computer system, the peripherals, the 

map databases, and the requirements of the analysis to be performed. However, GRASS 

is a low cost, flexible, general purpose, and powerful GIS software. GRASS is interacted 

directly with UNIX so that its subroutines can be used by other programs. It can be called 

from other separate C programs and UNIX shell programs to provide the flexibility of 

growth and modularity. It also has a X-window user interface program called xgen which 

can be used to write X-window graphical user interface application for other software. 

GRASS is capable of adapting to specific user applications and environments. 

User specific needs can be tailored with the limitation of programming know-how. 

Approximately 300 routines are provided within GRASS for the interface to the data and 

the users. Sites with more computer talents than money find GRASS to be the best GIS 

option. Commercial GIS software packages with similar functions as GRASS, such as 

ArcInfo can cost more than ten thousands dollars. ArcInfo provides a better user interface 

and official software supports. However, commercial products are very rigid and not 

flexible to every user need. No commercial GIS software provides actual source code and 
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code documentations. 

GRASS commands start with a symbolic letter, followed by a period, then the 

descriptive word. For example, to display a raster file, the command d.rast filename is 

used. The letter d stands for display and rast stands for raster data type. Together, the 

command displays file name of raster data type. Table 4.2 contains the list of the prefixes 

of all the GRASS commands. 

Table 4.2: GRASS command prefixes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Prefix Descriptions 

g. General data management commands: general utilities 

d. Display graphics: display on computer monitor 

p. Paint paper graphics: Print hardcopy 

I. Raster data manipulation & analysis: map calculations 

V. Vector data manipulation: digitizing buildings, roads, etc. 

S. Access and manipulate site location data 

i. Imagery data manipulation & processing: 1.e. fft or ifft operations 

m. External data manipulation: imports USGS or TIGER data 

4.2 GRASS Functions 

GRASS display commands start with a prefix (d.) and are followed by a function 

string. These functions display graphics of different data types. The data types can be 

raster, vector, site, and imagery. For more detailed descriptions of data types, please refer 

to Chapter Five. GRASS can displays graphics such as 2-D terrain displays, 3-D terrain 

displays, terrain profiles, terrain histograms, pie charts, and graphs. It can also do screen 

dumps to a printer for hard copies. GRASS supports all postscript color printers. 

GRASS raster analysis commands start with a prefix (r.) and are followed by an 

analysis function string. These functions operate on the raster data to yield the desired 

data results. These functions are used to analyze the relationships of different data maps 
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for decision making. For example, agriculture planning uses the raster analysis programs 

to analyze the relationships between soil types, plant types, insect habitats, water 

distributions, temperature distributions, and etc. It can performs full mathematical such as 

addition and subtraction, low or high pass filtering, proximity analysis, spatial 

measurements, clustering, line-of-sight analysis, raster-to-vector transformation, rotation, 

patching, reclassification, thinning, network flow analysis, elevation transformation, and 

can import and export to external files. 

GRASS function commands that store, display, and manipulate vector data start 

with a prefix (v.). The vector command set is the fastest growing development within 

GRASS. The operations include digitizing, editing, labeling, spatial measurements, 

topological linking, patching, vector-to-raster transformation, grid generation, and import 

and export to external files. For example, one can edit road drawings using GRASS 

digitizing function “v.digit”. 

GRASS imagery functions can be used to manipulate multi-spectral images. The 

images can be Landsat, SPOT, and high attitude images taken from planes. GRASS can 

handle multiple image formats, image color enhancement, image registration, terrain 

correction, image filtering, and full integration with raster operations. 

GRASS can also handle site data such as cellular base station locations. The data 

signify the locations of the sites and their attributes. The various analysis operations 

include surface generation, statistical comparisons, reclassification, coordinate 

registration, proximity analysis, and import/export to other statistical packages. 

All functions mentioned above can be used for cellular base station engineering 

tools. The display functions are used for displaying terrain, buildings, roads, boundaries, 

signal levels or path losses. The raster analysis programs can be used for cochannel 

interference analysis and user density analysis. The vector analysis functions can be used 

for editing map drawings of roads or buildings. The imagery functions are useful for 

manipulating the images of the output results. The site functions are used to store cellular 

transmitter locations and their attributes. Integrated with the propagation prediction 

programs, GRASS tools can be used effectively as design tools for base station 

engineering and user density analysis. 
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4.3 GRASS Structures 

GRASS is composed of many small programs that do many functions. In order to 

keep track of where each program is stored, GRASS uses a directory structure scheme to 

organize all its programs according to functionality. The directory structure helps GRASS 

to locate any of its program quickly. 

GRASS program directory structure emphasizes modularity. It is composed of 

over 200 C programs. These program directories are organized in a hierarchically manner 

under the GISDBASE directory. They are grouped together according to their functions 

such as all programs for raster analysis are in the same directory. Users can write 

application programs to GRASS which can use of many of GRASS already existing 

programs and subroutines. Figure 4.3-1 shows the GRASS directory organization for all 

its program locations. Each subdirectory contains many programs that perform related 

functions. Each separate program has its own documentation for ease of maintenance and 

understanding. 

The GRASS database directory structure is organized in a similar manner as its 

program directory structure. The database is stored in the user-specified directories. The 

highest level directory is called GISDBASE which contains different location names such 

as Washington DC or Blacksburg. Under each location name is the map set data which 

corresponds to different data types such as raster (terrain), vector(buildings), and site(base 

stations). Different users may have their own map sets under their own directories. 

Understanding the database directory structure is crucial for successful GRASS operations 

since GRASS assumes certain data files to be in certain directories. For each raster map 

set, GRASS uses several files to store different attributes about the map. For example, a 

vector map named road is stored in several directories with the same name. Each 

directory name signifies the data category pertaining to the map set road. Table 4.3 lists 

the names of the vector map subdirectories and their significances. 
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GISBASE/ 

src/ src.contrib/ bin/ man/ eee 
(main programs (contributed (executable (manual 
source code) programs, files) pages) 

e.g. by MPRG) 

raster/ mapdev/ _ sites/ _ libes/ display/ § general/ eee 
(vector) (libraries) 

  

yr oY yoy oY 
g.list g.manual g.region g.help eee 

  
  

t 
Y Y yoy Y   
  

v.in.dxf — v.to.rast v.digit v.stats eee 

1 y Y Y yoy 
r.in.ascii r.mfilter r.report r.watershed r.los eee 

Figure 4.3-1 GRASS program hierarchical structures 
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Table 4.3: Vector file attributes 
  

  

  

  

  

  

        

livcctory Data Category 

dig Binary digit file for vector coordinates 

dig ascii ASCII digit file for vector coordinates 

dig_att ASCT attribute file for each vector map 

dig cats ASCII Category file for each vector map 

dig_plus ASCII extra info for some programs 
  

The same database directory structures and configurations are used for raster maps 

as well. Table 4.4 also lists the subdirectories used to store raster data for the same map 

set. Figure 4.3-2 shows the database map set structure organization. 

Table 4.4: Raster file attributes 
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

Sub- 

directory Data Category 

cell Binary raster data file: used internally by GRASS 

cell_ascii ASCII raster data file: used externally by other programs 

cats ASCT category data file: Label each data point 

cell_hd ASCII cell header file: Info about the raster map 

cell_misc ASCII miscellaneous cell info file       
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GISDBASE/ 

location 1/ location 2/ location 3/ eee 

mapset 1/ mapset 2/ mapset 3/ eco 

  

cats/ __cell/ dig/ dig_ascii/ dig_cats/ _site_lists/ eee 

Figure 4.3-2. GRASS database structures 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter gives some insights into the internal operations of GRASS, its 

capabilities, applications, strengths, and weaknesses. This chapter is not intended to be a 

user manual but is meant to expose the readers to GRASS and its possible applications as 

an integral part of propagation prediction tools. A brief GRASS user guide can be found 

in Appendix A. 
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5 Building and Terrain Database 
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Figure 5.1-1 Flow chart of data preparation and analysis 

This chapter covers the formats and utilities of building and terrain data used by 

GRASS. The various data interface techniques between different programs such as 

GRASS and AutoCAD are also mentioned. Terrain data interpolation techniques are 

discussed. GRASS imports USGS digital elevation map (DEM) data files and AutoCAD 

building (DXF) data files which will be covered later in this chapter. It also exports ASCII 
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data in GRASS formats to the prototype propagation prediction programs as shown in 

Figure 5.1-1. 

5.1 Digital Terrain Data in GRASS [Raj92][Gra91] 

Digital terrain data represent digitized map of terrain elevations with respect to sea 

elevation level. The map area is divided into many smaller rectangular cells called grids 

which contain the elevation data. The USGS 7.5 minute terrain maps have horizontal 

resolutions of 30 meters by 30 meters and a vertical resolution of one meter. GRASS uses 

the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) reference coordinate system which is similar to 

the rectangular coordinate system. An example of terrain data display is shown in Figure 

5.1-2. 

  Figure 5.1-2 3D plot of Washington DC area terrain 

Figure 5.1-2 shows a digital 7.5 minute map of Washington DC, Maryland, and 

Northern Virginia terrain data file. The lighter color signifies lower elevation and the 

darker shadings signify higher elevation. Note that DC has essentially flat terrain with 

very low elevation. One can also see the Potomac river that divides Maryland and 
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Virginia on the same map. 
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(500000,4200000) 

north: 4300000.00 

south: 4200000.00 # 4 categories 

east: 330000.00 

west: 500000.00 File generated at MPRG 

rows: 10 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

cols: 15 O:no data 

1:Farm 

tiliitiitiiriiir~iiidi 2:Road 

tiiililiiziriir~iririririididi 3:Forest 

tili’itiriiizr2z22222 4:Lake 

TiliirirrVirir2222222 

1111121222222222 

222222222223333 

222222222333333 

222222233333344 Category data file 
333333333334444 

33333333333 4444     
  

Raster data file 

Figure 5.1-3 GRASS terrain data files 
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North, South, East, and West in the raster file of Figure 5.1-3 specify the northern, 

southern, eastern, and western edge in UTM coordinates, respectively. From the known 

edge coordinates and the known number of data rows (10) and data columns (15), the 

coordinate of each cell can be calculated. For example, the most upper right (north-east) 

corner coordinate is (N=4300000,E=530000) for the data file shown in Figure 5.1-3, has 

an elevation of one meter. The numbers shown in the matrix form are the terrain elevation 

data points. 

Building A (5,8) (11,8) 

h= 20m 

(3,5) (9,5) Building B (12,5) 

(1,4) (6,4) 
  

Road 

  

(8,2) (12,2) 
Figure 5.2-1 Examples of vector representation of buildings 

5.2 GRASS's Building Data Formats [Gra91][Raj92] 

Buildings are represented as vectors in the database for brevity and fast searching 

time by the propagation prediction software. A building is simplified to have many 

smooth and flat vertical wall surfaces. For instance, an actual rectangular building is 

represented by the four corner coordinates and the height attribute. An irregular building 

shape such as a pentagon is represented by five corner locations and also the height 

attribute. Such representation formats can accommodate any building shape for walls that 

are orthogonal to the ground and horizontally flat roofs. A building with different roof 
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heights can be represented as two separate buildings. Figure 5.2-1 shows the typical 

shapes of two buildings. Actual buildings have many small scale features such as 

windows, wall surface roughness, and non-flat roofs but incorporating them into the 

database is not considered for the prototype prediction software. 

ORGANIZATION: MPRG 

DIGIT DATE: Sun Feb 2 13:00:24 1992   

DIGIT NAME: raj A 6.0 7.0 20.0 

MAP NAME: acad/test.dxf L 6.0 4.0 1 

MAP DATE: A 11.0 7.0 30.0 

MAP SCALE: 2400 

OTHER INFO:       
ZONE: 0 e 

WEST EDGE: 0.00 Attribute file 
EAST EDGE: 12.00 

SOUTH EDGE: 0.00 

NORTH EDGE: 8.00 

MAP THRESH: 00.00   

      

VERTI: # 3 categories 

A 5 Categories for file acad/test.dxf 

5.00 3.00 

5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

8.00 5.00 1:Building A 

8.00 3.00 2:Road 

3-00 3.00 3:Building B 

L 4 

4.00 1.00 

4.00 6.00 

2:00 8.00 Category file 
2.00 12.00 

Digit file 

Figure 5.2-2 Examples of vector data file in GRASS 

In GRASS, the vector data are stored in two separate files: the digit file and 

attribute file. The digit file contains the coordinates of the building corners while the 

attribute file includes the relative building heights above the ground. Examples of data 

files are shown in Figure 5.2-2. The data field “A 5” located immediately below 

“VERTI:” in the digit file signifies that the next five coordinates vectors represent an 

enclosed area. Number 5 located right after the letter “A” indicates that the enclosed area 

which represents a building is described by four coordinate points. Note that the first and 

the last coordinate points are the same. In GRASS's digit file, building coordinates are 

stored in (y-north, x- east) fashion. In the attribute file, (x-east=6,y-north=7) is the center 

coordinate of the building and number 20 denotes the building height in meters above the 

ground. The absolute height of this building above sea level can be computed by adding 
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the terrain elevation at location (6,7) with the building relative height to yield the absolute 

height. 

  

  

      
  

  

  

                
  

  

    

            

  

      

                  
  

    

  

Buildings AutoCAD formats 
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binary binary tools 
vector files raster file 

y v.out.ascii ' r.out.ascli 

Buildings Terrain Signal 
ascii files ascii binary 
(dig & att) raster file raster files 

a on . oe 

~~ <x. r.in.ascli 

Propagation Signal 
prediction - ascii 
programs raster file                   

Figure 5.3-1 Data interface sequence from start to finish 

5.3 GRASS and AutoCAD Interface [Raj92] 

The interface between AutoCAD® and GRASS is necessary due to format 

incompatibility. AutoCAD was chosen for its popularity in the civil engineering as well as 

architecture professional communities and its superb vector handling capabilities. 

Building data need to be stored in AutoCAD DXF format before conversion to GRASS 

format. There is a routine v.in.dxf provided with GRASS 4.0 but it can only import points 

and polylines from AutoCAD DXF files. A new routine v.in.dxfnew based on v.in.dxf was 

written and integrated into GRASS by Rajguru at the MPRG. This routine inputs the DXF 

file and produces a GRASS vector file. The texts that specify building heights in 

AutoCAD DXF file are converted to the GRASS vector height attribute file by the 

v.cadlabelnew routine. Also, building vectors can be converted to building raster data and 

added to the terrain elevation by MPRG’s r.drape routine. The resulting digital elevation 
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Figure 5.3-2 Digital building/street map of downtown Washington D.C. 
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map is the sum of the terrain elevations and the building heights. 

Three dimensional AutoCAD digital building data were obtained from 

Photogrammetric Data Services (PDS), Inc., Sterling Virginia. The data conversion 

process is shown in Figure 5.3-1 which must be performed in order to prepare the input 

data for the propagation prediction programs. The building database of Washington D.C. 

is displayed in two dimensions in Figure 5.3-2. However, the actual database is three 

dimensional. The building data accuracy is roughly five feet in x, y, and z directions, 

corresponding to a scale 1 inch = 200 feet. As mentioned previously, MPRG has 

developed data interface programs to specifically import building data from AutoCAD 

into GRASS. However, the data must follow strict format standards for successful 

importation. The buildings should be drawn to form closed polygons with heights 

specified as texts. The texts should be enclosed by the polygons. We had to ask PDS 

twice to reformat samples of some buildings for interface compatibility tests. Figure 5.3-3 

is a subset of the map in Figure 5.3-2 which represents the correct format in AutoCAD, 

and can be imported into GRASS. Figure 5.3-4 shows the data interface algorithm from 

AutoCAD to GRASS. This algorithm is implemented by v.in.dxfnew & v.cadlabelnew 

which are imbedded in GRASS. First, the building corners are identified and converted 

accordingly. Then, the attributes are obtained by locating the lower left corner of the 

attribute texts and match the attributes to the buildings. The building texts must be within 

the boundary of the buildings in order for the program to match the attributes correctly. 

5.4 Data Acquisition 

The 7.5 minute digital terrain maps were purchased from USGS for Washington 

DC and Blacksburg areas. Vector data containing roads and some man made features 

such as important buildings were also purchased from USGS. Figure 5.4-1 consists of 

Washington DC, Maryland, and Northern Virginia street maps overlaid on the terrain. The 

top edge is the northern edge of the map. The light background signifies high elevation 

areas and dark background signifies low elevation. Figure 5.4-3 to Figure 5.4-5 are 

displayed in reverse video mode (light colors become dark colors) for clarity. The 

Potomac river can be easily located on the map. The lower right hand corner area contains 

Washington D.C. (south-east), the lower left hand area contains Northern Virginia (south- 

west), and the upper part of this map contains parts of Maryland. Figure 5.4-2 is the 3D 
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Figure 5.4-2 Washington D.C., Maryland, and Virginia’s terrain in 3D 
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Figure 5.4-3 Terrain profiles of DC, MD, and VA 
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  igure 5.4-5 Roads, buildings, and terrain around the apitol      
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display of the terrain. From the 3D display, it is relatively easy to see that Washington 

D.C. is flat compared to Maryland or northern Virginia. Washington D.C. elevations are 

roughly at sea level and most of the rough terrain is in Maryland. GRASS is capable of 

zooming onto any particular area of the map and display the data in more details. Figure 

5.4-4 is part of downtown Washington D.C. containing the White House, the Ellipse, the 

Washington circle, and etc. Figure 5.4-5 shows the areas around the Capitol Hill with 

roads and buildings overlaid on top of terrain. USGS provides adequate street but the man 

made features data only has important buildings and no building height was provided. 

The propagation prediction routines need more accurate and detailed building data. 

We contacted Dr. Steve Johnson of Virginia Tech’s civil engineering department. Dr. 

Johnson explained briefly how building data can be obtained from aerial photographs by 

photogrammetric techniques. He referred us to two photogrammetric firms in Virginia 

(Tuck Engineering and P.D.S) who are able to digitize the buildings from stereoscopic 

photographs. The contacts were passed to APC for contract negotiation. These 

companies can fly over Washington D.C. to take photographs and stereoscope the images. 

Stereoscopy is the process of obtaining x, y, z spatial data from photograph images. The 

data are stored in AutoCAD DXF format with buildings specified as planar polylines 

enclosing the height texts. Since GRASS uses the UTM reference coordinate system, the 

building data must also be in UTM coordinates in order to match with the terrain. 

5.5 Photogrammetric Techniques [Wel89][Wel90] 

The technique of obtaining x, y, z spatial coordinate from stereo photographs is 

called stereoscopy. It calculates the building heights by a manual interactive procedure 

using specialized photogrammetric equipments. Stereoscopic images are a pair of 

photographs taken of the same area from two different view points. The digital elevations 

can also be generated from the photographs by automated stereo correlation techniques 

which automatically calculate the elevations from stereoscopic images using computer 

software. The image needs to be reconstructed in 3D for this process through the use of 

anaglyph, binocular, or liquid crystal shutter display. The equipments must also ensure the 

left and right eyes view corresponding photograph. 

Two images of the stereo pair must be rectified to at least three or more common 

point with known coordinates. These points (usually called ground control points and at 
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least four is used in practice) are needed to calibrate the stereo model for a particular 

stereo photograph pair. The elevations are measured by a floating dot. The precision and 

accuracy of the obtained elevations depend on the B/H ratio of the stereo pair and the pixel 

resolution. Figure 5.5-1 shows the variable B and H for the stereo pair where B is the 

distance between the two camera positions and H is the distance from the ground to the 

perpendicular intersection of line connecting the two cameras. Given four ground control 

point coordinates in three dimensions, it is possible to determine the spatial dimensions of 

the images in the stereo pair. The spatial difference in heights between two pixels can be 

expressed as 

  

  

< B - > 

camera camera 

      
(5.5-1) 

which is reduced to 
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_ Ap ; 
A” = ‘an (B.) + tan (B,) 65-2) 
  

where B, and B., are two angles shown in Figure 5.5-1. The variable Ap is determined by 

the pixel resolution of the stereo pair photograph. The elevation at the desired point can 

be found by adding A/A to the known elevation at the control points, 

Z=Z )+ Ah. (5.5-3) 
contro 

Thus, a measurement error of one pixel corresponds to ten meter elevation error for B/H = 

1 with the image resolution of 10 meters. 
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6 Propagation Model Implementations [Rus91][Sch92] 

Chapter Three outlines the propagation models to be used for propagation 

prediction. It covers the theoretical aspects from the electromagnetic view point of how 

energy can be transferred from the transmitting antenna to the receiving antenna. This 

chapter takes a closer look at the implementation issues of the proposed models using 

computer software. Basically, the terrain and building data are stored in computer 

memory to be used for automatic ray tracing and diffraction calculation. The computer 

code accounts for relevant information from the user such as the carrier frequency, the 

transmitter power, the antenna patterns, the locations of the antennas, and simulates the 

physical process of energy transport from the transmitter to the receiver in the specified 

surrounding environment. The simulation of energy transport in the small scale 

environment using the proposed models, ray tracing and diffraction numerical integration 

require considerable computer processing power. This requirement largely depends on the 

user requirements in term of map sizes and tasks to be performed. 

6.1 Introduction to Ray Tracing 

A number of ray tracing programs involving computer graphics have been 

developed and published in the computer graphics literature [Ste90]. These programs are 

used to render images of different objects by tracing rays from the viewer’s eyes through 

the computer screen to the light sources. In radio terms, the rays are traced from the 

receiver to the transmitter. However, at present, there is no readily available ray tracing 

software specifically designed for propagation prediction which considers both terrain and 

buildings. Such software tools are urgently needed for the success and cost reduction of 

designing and implementing PCS systems. It is very important to be able to predict the 

signal strength, given the environmental database, in order to optimize service quality and 

capacity. 

Ray tracing is basically the simulation of propagating discrete rays that obey 

Snell's laws at different surface boundaries. The amount of reflected, transmitted, and lost 

energy of a ray is a function of the surface material, surface roughness, propagating 

wavelength, wave polarization, and the incident angle of the impinging ray. Due to the 

lack of available electromagnetic properties of building materials, only a rough estimate of 

reflection and transmission coefficients can be made. From early reflection measurement 
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results at the MPRG [Sou92][Lan92], it is estimated that the reflection coefficient is about 

0.5 when the incident angles are greater than 45 degrees from the surface normal and the 

reflection coefficient is 0.25 otherwise. These values are incorporated into the software 

but can be easily modified to take into account other parameters which can be a function 

of incident angles, surface electrical properties, and etc. 

The simplest propagation scenario is the line of sight situation (LOS) for which 

the propagation path loss is free space not accounting for any reflections, which occurs 

when the transmitting and the receiving antennas are visible, or at least 55% clear of the 

first Fresnel zone radius, refer to Figure 6.5-1 [Par89]. In this case, the electric field at the 

receiver is computed only from the direct and reflected rays since diffraction does not 

exist. For the LOS situations, the direct ray usually dominates the signal strength at the 

receiver, since reflected rays are relatively weaker than the LOS ray. 

6.2 Optimized Ray Tracing 

Brute force three dimensional ray tracing programs were developed at Virginia 

Tech by Schaubach[Sch92a], and Seidel[Sei93]. This method launches rays with equal 

wave fronts in all directions. This way, each launched ray obeys the spherical wave front 

with constant phase. The problem arises when one tries to divide the spherical wave front 

surface into equal area for each ray tube. Using constant separation angles, 0 and 9 will 

not divide the spherical surface into equal area and shape due to the difference in distance 

between many points on the sphere. The solution to the problem is to approximate the 

sphere by an icosahedron with identical and divisible triangular faces. Each ray is 

launched at the vertex of the tetrahedron for the total number of divisible vertices. This 

method produces accurate results but suffers badly in terms of computational time. The 

simulation done at Virginia tech with approximately thirty buildings in the database took 

roughly 74 minutes for five receiving locations when bounding volumes were also used to 

reduce the computation time. However, using the efficient 2D ray tracing method, the 

prediction for the same number of receivers and building database at the same location can 

be done in roughly 34 seconds while maintaining almost the same accuracy as the 3D 

method. However, the 2D method is not as accurate as the 3D model when the transmitter 

or the receiver is higher than the immediate surrounding buildings. 

The 2D ray tracing method only launches rays in two dimensions on the flat 
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ground plane. Terrain is not initially considered for 2D ray tracing but is accounted for 

later in the process of 3D ray tracing. All the buildings are superimposed on the ground 

plane and each launched ray is traced through out the area using Snell’s law of reflection 

until either the ray intersects the receiver or it drops below the user’s specified threshold. 

This is repeated for the number of rays to be traced in the two dimensions. Once the ray 

intercepts the receiver, the 2D ray information is passed onto the 3D ray tracing routine. 

The information contains the launched angle, the number of reflection, and the two 

dimensional unfolded ray’s path length. The launched elevation angle can be calculated 

since the difference in heights of the transmitter and receiver, and the ray’s two 

dimensional unfolded path length are known. 

The ray is traced again in three dimension with the already known azimuth and 

elevation angle. However, absolute building heights are taken into account in three 

dimensional ray tracing. If the ray overshoots any building in its path, then the signal 

strength of that ray is considered to be negligible. The 3D ray tracing routine is called 

every time the receiver is intercepted by the 2D launched ray. The proposed 2D ray 

tracing method is a compromise between prediction accuracy and computation time. The 

method is most accurate when the transmitter and the receiver heights are lower than the 

immediate surrounding buildings which is typical for the planned PCS. The method is not 

as accurate when either the transmitter or the receiver is much higher than the immediate 

surrounding building since the reflections at the far distance buildings are missed. 

The justification for the proposed method is very simple. Since the reflections of 

the ray by a smooth surface obeys Snell’s law, the angle of reflection is equal to the angle 

of incidence with respect to the surface. This signifies that angle components 0. = 0. 

and Q. = o, with respect to the plane interface. The direction of the ray is composed of 

three components which are x,y, and z where xy lies on the ground plane. The 

components x,y of the traveling three dimensional ray is the basis of two dimensional ray 

tracing. At the boundary interface, the reflected 3D ray xy components are also identical 

to the reflected 2D xy components. Figure 6.2-1 shows the three dimensional components 

of the ray impinging on and reflecting from the building interface. From the Figure, one 

can easily see that the xy components of the 3D ray make up the 2D ray. This figure 

illustrates the validity of two dimensional ray tracing. From the figure, the elevation angle 

can be easily calculated using simple geometry whenever a launched ray intersects the 

receiver. Notice that this method will only work for vertical building walls which are 
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perpendicular to the ground. Also, the elevation angle of the incident ray should be equal 

to the elevation of the reflected ray. 

  

     

reflected ray 

launched 
elevation 

   

xy components   
  

  

J 2D launched angle xy components 
x 

Figure 6.2-1 Three dimensional ray components at reflection 

6.3 2D Ray Tracing Techniques 

As mentioned in the previous section, rays are initially traced in the horizontal 

directions. The process involves launching rays in two dimensions on the ground at 1 

degree angular spacing for 360 degrees around the transmitter. The stored building 

database is searched for intersecting buildings. If the ray intersects a building surface, 

then the 2D reflected ray direction is computed. However, if a ray is intercepted by the 

receiver, then that ray is terminated in the 2D tracing process. Another ray is launched 

again in the same azimuthal direction that intercepted the receiver with the newly 

computed elevation and traced again in three dimensions. When the 3D launched ray truly 

intersects the walls previously intersected in the 2D ray tracing process, the received 

electric field due to that particular ray is computed. The total received power due to 

building reflections is the summation of the power of every intercepted ray. 
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The antenna patterns greatly affect the accuracy of the propagation prediction and 

were also taken into account by the propagation prediction software in this thesis. In this 

thesis, only the elevation of antenna patterns are stored in the antenna data files. The 

antenna gains in the launched and received direction are known from ray tracing. The 

relative gain is added to the ray strength in dB for each launched ray where 0 ; is the 

launched angle and 0. is the received angle as shown in Figure 6.3-1. 

     
Receiver 

    

   
Transmitter 

Figure 6.3-1 Typical antenna gain effects between two links 

direct ray    

specularly reflected rays 

Figure 6.3-2 Profile view of launched ray separation at Rx 

To avoid the problem of counting the same rays or missing some rays due to the 

finite number of launched rays as can be seen in Figure 6.3-2 [Sch92a]. The receiving 

antenna is substituted by a receiving circle of radius d as shown in Figure 6.3-3. The 

reception radius formula is the result of the small angle approximation of angle ©. When 

@ is small, sin(Q/2) is approximately a/2 and cos(t/2) is approximately unity. Under 
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Reception Circle 

Test ray 

    —_- 

Adjacent ray 
Tx 

Reception Radius = of 

Figure 6.3-3 Top view of launched ray separation and Rx circle 

this small angle condition, r = d*tan(@/2) = d*sin(@/2)/cos(a@/2) = a@d/2 where d is the 

2D unfolded path length of the intercepted ray as shown in Figure 6.3-3. The unfolded 

path length is the total path traveled by a ray from the transmitter to the receiver. 

Therefore, the receiving radius, r should be equal to ad/2 so that the same ray is not 

counted more than once. At the same time, all the possible intercepted rays are accounted 

for. Since d is an unfolded path length that changes for different launched rays, the 

receiving circle radius also changes for different launched rays. Figure 6.3-4 is a typical 

scenario of a single ray traced throughout the area containing many buildings. Once a ray 

is intercepted by the receiver, its launched angle, number of reflections, and the ray’s total 

path length are passed to the 3D ray tracing routine. 

6.3.1 Building Searching and Intersection Tests 

The majority of ray tracing computations is spent on searching for reflecting 

buildings in the ray path within the building database. The search time duration is a 

function of the total number of buildings and the building complexity. Once the reflecting 

building is found, the reflection coordinate at the intersecting wall is calculated. For each 
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reflection, a new ray vector direction is calculated and the ray is checked to see if it 

intersects the receiving circle of the receiver. 
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Figure 6.3-4 Illustrations of bounding boxes 

                

  

  

  

              
An efficient way of building searching is to group a number of buildings in one 

location into bounding boxes as shown in Figure 6.3-4. For example, a bounding box can 

be the actual building block in a city. If the launched ray intersects a bounding box, only 

buildings within that bounding box are searched. This technique eliminates unnecessary 

searches of all the buildings in the building database. Also, bounding blocks are searched 

only in the quadrant of the traveling ray. For example, refer to Figure 6.3-4, only blocks 

#2 and #3 are searched for possible intersection with the launched ray from the original 

source. For the reflected ray shown, only blocks #2, #3, and #6 are searched. This 

searching method greatly reduces the ray tracing computation time especially in a large 

building database. 

Once the ray intersected bounding boxes are found, the program then chooses the 

closest bounding box to the ray origin and searches for building intersections. The 

searching process for ray intersected buildings involves tedious examination of many wall 

vectors for each building. However, the circles shown in Figure 6.3-5 can be used to find 
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Figure 6.3-5 Illustration of a circumscribed circle of a building 

possible ray intersection with buildings. The introduction of these circumscribed circles 

greatly simplifies the building searching process. If the incident ray intersects a 

circumscribe circle of a particular building, then it may or may not intersect the actual 

building inside. The process of searching for the intersection of ray with the 

circumscribed circles is very simple. The check for the circle intersection is done by 

calculating the perpendicular distance from the ray to the center of the circle. If the 

perpendicular distance is less than or equal to the circle radius, ie. @ <r as shown in 

Figure 6.3-5, then the ray intersects the circle. The last check is to make sure that the 

intersected circle is actually in the ray’s path. Once a closest circumscribed circle 

intersecting a ray is found, the next step is to search for the reflecting wall of the enclosed 

building. If the ray does not intersect the building, then the search proceeds for the next 

closest intersecting circumscribed circle. Let the general equation of a line in 2D be Ax 

+By + C =0, and let the circle center coordinate be (x,,y,). 

Then the perpendicular distance d is 

Ax, +By,+C 

JA? 4B? 

Note that the ray equation is in rectangular coordinates to evaluate Equation 6.3-1 

but can be converted to or from any other coordinate system. The calculation for the 

d= (6.3-4) 
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Figure 6.3-6 Geometry of a ray intersecting a wall 

reflecting ray vectors is outlined below. After the reflecting wall is found, the next 

objective is to find the coordinate of the point (x,y,). Figure 6.3-6 shows a ray 

intersecting one of the building walls. The sine rule from trigonometry is used to find the 

distance r from Tx to (x,y,), 

  

  

  

a b r 

sind = sind —s sin (180-0 — 9) - ee) 

Solving for r in the above equation yields 

ax sin (180 -8-9) 

= sinO (6.3-6) 

where 

= _ 2 _ 2 - a= J, x1)“°+ (Y;-Yy) (6.3-7) 

and 86 is defined as 
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m,—m 
6 = atan| 2 1 (6.3-8) 

1+m,m, 

when m, and mz are the slopes of the ray and the wall, respectively. 

ya7 1 
m, = tan(a),andm, = (6.3-9) 

1 2° Xn —X 
2 1 

and is the launched angle as shown in Figure 6.3-6. Also, 

E = atanl? 7!) and = aE (6.3-10) 
X,—-X t “1 

and the 2D reflecting coordinate is, 

x, = rcos(Q), andy, = rsin (a). (6.3-11) 

Once the ray-wall intersecting coordinate is determined, the program proceeds to 

calculate the reflecting vector shown in Figure 6.3-7. Spherical coordinate system is used 

to denote the ray vectors. In the Figure 6.3-7, ) = 0+0, and 

ya- 1 

*27*1 
o = 180° — atan , (6.3-12) 

  

    

Figure 6.3-8 shows the vertical or profile view of the ray at the intersecting point. 

Notice that 6 is the launched ray elevation angle to be calculated for the 3D ray tracing 

routine and the distance Z; is defined as 

Zy = —-;. (6.3-13) 
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Figure 6.3-7 Geometry of the incident and reflected rays at a wall 

Reflected ray 

  
  

Incident ray 

Z 

Figure 6.3-8 Side view of incident and reflected rays in Figure 6.3-7 
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Figure 6.4-1 3D unfolded ray with the elevation angle ¢ shown 

6.4 Three Dimensional Ray Tracing 

The 3D ray tracing technique presented here relies on the 2D ray tracing results to 

minimize the launching of non-received rays. Launching rays in a spherical manner is the 

most accurate method but not an efficient one since most of the launched rays do not 

arrive at the receiver. For specular reflections, it is only necessary to launch rays in the 

azimuthal directions that are known to intersect the receiver from 2D ray tracing results. 

The elevation angle of the 3D ray to be launched is dependent on the difference between 

the transmitter and receiver heights. The 2D unfolded path length d of the received ray is 

shown in Figure 6.4-1 and Figure 6.3-3. In Figure 6.4-1, the launched ray’s elevation 

angle is € = atan(Ah/d). The ray is retraced in three dimensions which takes into 

account the absolute building heights. In the 3D ray tracing process, if a ray overshoots 

the tallest building in its path, then it is considered lost and does not contribute any energy 

to the receiver. 
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   Reflection point 

  

     
Tx image 

Figure 6.4-2 Ground reflection using image theory 

6.4.1 Terrain Reflections 

The ray tracing program also include terrain reflections for the LOS cases. There 

is at least one ground reflection if there is no obstructing buildings between the transmitter 

and the receiver as shown in Figure 6.4-2 which contributes some energy at the receiver. 

To minimize the number of rays to be traced, image theory is used for the ground 

reflection. This assumes the ground is a perfect conductor, it is locally flat at the point of 

reflection, and that the ray is not obstructed by any elevated terrain location. This is 

usually the case in PCS sites in dense urban environments. However, due to some losses 

on the ground, the ground reflection coefficient used is 0.5 regardless of the angle of 

incidence. 

6.4.2 Field Strength Calculations [Sch92][Sei93] 

Each ray strength at the receiver depends on the total number of building 

reflections, reflection coefficients, and the total 3D path length traveled. The electric field 

strength [V/m] of each ray can be expressed as, 

MP in ~jk,d En Frahi,On Sr, On Oe JP On.) T]7Oy,)¢ (6.4-1) 
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where 

Variables Descriptions 

Pin Input power into the transmitting antenna [watt] 

A The wavelength of the operational frequency [meter] 

f t. Field amplitude radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna 

f, Field amplitude radiation pattern of the receiving antenna 
  

i. (0. ) | Reflection coefficient of the n™ ray for the m™ reflection 

" th 
  

  

        
T (0. ) | Transmission coefficient of the n ray for the m™ transmission 

Ky The wave propagating constant [radian/meter] 

d The total distance traveled by the ray [meter] 
  

Table 6.1: Communication link equation parameters 

The total field strength at the receiver due to reflected and direct rays is found by 

summing all the individual received ray strengths. The average received power is the 

magnitude sum of each received ray power [Rap89][Ike84], 

  

2 
POWEr, ceived = E,.|? = y Ex (6.4-2) 

n 

The final predicted total average received power is the summation of the average 

power of direct rays, reflected rays, and diffracted waves. 

6.5 Numerical Methods for Diffraction 

This section illustrates the implementation of the multiple three dimensional 

diffraction theory presented in Chapter Three. The implementation is composed of two 

main problems: finding the diffracting edges or paths for a given building database and 

numerically evaluating the approximated Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral for the 

series of diffracting edges. 
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6.5.1 Searching for Diffracting Edges [Rus91] 

The building diffracting edges for a given 3D transmitter and receiver locations in 

the map set are found by checking the building edges that block more than 45% of the first 

Fresnel’s zone. Figure 6.5-1 shows the Fresnel zone of the given transmitter and receiver 

where the Fresnel’s zone radius is given by 

_ | nspa 
R,, = (+p) (6.5-1) 

where n represents the n"® Fresnel zone. 

  
Figure 6.5-1 Illustration of three Fresnel zones 

The Fresnel zones help to find the roof and side diffracting edges of buildings. The 

true (actual) diffracting edges are stored in an array with the necessary information such as 

distance from the transmitter (Tx), absolute height of the diffracting edge, and the left and 

right dimensions of the edge from the intersecting point. This information is used later by 

the diffraction calculation routine. For the building side diffraction, the vertical edges are 

rotated ninety degrees so that the sides of the buildings become the top edges, then repeat 

the same diffraction calculation process. The diffraction mechanism around the vertical 

sides of buildings in a dense urban environment is only significant when the transmitter 
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and the receiver are blocked by only one side diffracting edge. 
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Figure 6.5-2 Finding actual diffracting edges from building 

The roof diffracting edges are found using the algorithm described below. A 

single 2D straight line between the transmitter and the receiver is drawn. All the 2D 

intersections of the line with the building walls are stored in memory because these 2D 

wall intersections are potential diffracting edges. Then, all the potential diffracting edges 

are sorted in ascending distance from the transmitter. Once the possible diffracting edges 

are sorted, a routine is called to find the actual diffracting edges from all the potential 

diffracting edges. To find the actual diffracting edges: From the transmitter, find the 
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farthest roof edge among the series of possible diffracting roof edges to be the first true 

diffracting roof edge. This is done by choosing the roof edge with the maximum elevation 

angle from the transmitter. Once the farthest LOS roof edge is found, the new transmitter 

location become the top of that roof along the transmitter/receiver line. From there on, the 

process is repeated recursively until the receiver is reached. Figure 6.5-2 shows the 

physical process of the algorithm. From Figure 6.5-2, there are six possible diffracting 

edges from 2D building intersections but there are only three true diffracting edges. From 

Figure 6.5-3, the distance, s is from the transmitter to the intersection of the first 

diffracting wall. The distance p is from the receiver to the same point. The variable, q is 

the distance from that same intersection point to the edge. This information about the true 

diffracting edges is then sent to the diffraction numerical calculation routine to find the 

diffracted field at the receiver. 

Tx 

Rx 

  

  

  

      
Figure 6.5-3 Diffraction dimensions for a given edge of a building 

For the vertical diffraction case from all building sides, only a single diffracting 

edge is considered. This is due to the fact that vertical diffraction is most significant 

along streets where the diffracting edge is visible from both the transmitter and the 

receiver. The algorithm used to find the vertical diffracting edges is described below. The 

program looks for two buildings which are closest to both the transmitter and the receiver. 

It then searches for two outer most corners which must be visible from the observation 

points. The true vertical diffracting edges are found when the selected corners are visible 
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from both the transmitter and the receiver. Then, the vertical edges are rotated to become 

horizontal edges as shown in Figure 6.5-3 and the same diffraction calculation routine can 

be used again. 

The total diffracted fields are composed of three components, the roof and two 

vertical sides. These three components yield the results of three dimensional diffraction. 

They are added in power in the software to yield to the total average power due to 

diffraction at the receiver. 

6.5.2 Numerical Methods [Rus91][Sta83][Whi88] 

In order to solve the second integral of Equation 3.4-11, the amplitude and phase 

of Eo(y) must be numerically approximated by either linear or quadratic interpolating 

functions. To approximate Ep(y), it is necessary to sample the electric field along the y 

axis beyond the diffracting edge for at least 100 times. The spacing distance between the 

electric field samples is set to be small near the diffracting edge, where most of the 

diffracting wave energy is concentrated, and large at far away distances. This was done 

due to the fact that most of the diffracted energy is concentrated about the first Fresnel 

zone. Each electric field sample involves numerical evaluation of the complex integral of 

Equation 3.4-11. Notice that the vertical integration limit extends from the diffracting 

edge to infinity. Also, the first integral of Equation 3.4-11 is in Fresnel's integral form. 

The second integral is numerically evaluated over two sub-integration regions when the 

function Eg(y) is approximated by curve fitting. At the first sub-integration region close 

to the diffracting edge, at least 56 samples are taken at (2/3)A spacing in the y direction. 

At the second sub-integration region near infinity, three samples are taken at 3A spacing 

and Eo(y) is extrapolated as y approaches infinity. Each sub-interval region contains 

many sub-integration sections. Each section is composed of three sampling points at (yp. 

LYn-Ynq1) and the integration over the n"® sub-interval is approximated or curve fitted by 

ty 

IT (tyty) = Al (A,+B,t+C,1’) 

ty 

. 2 

hint Batt YE (6.5-2) 

where A,,B,,C,, are the quadratic coefficient approximations of the electric field 

amplitude and a B. Y, are the quadratic coefficient approximations of the electric 
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field phase. The term A is the sample distance spacing in meters and t = (y—y,)/A 

is the integration variable. The quadratic interpolator is required to approximate the 

amplitude. However, quadratic or linear interpolators can be used for the phase 

approximation depending on the values of the coefficient, y. For simplicity, the subscript, 

n which refers to the n™ interval is dropped for all equations shown from this point. The 

quadratic phase function, Equation 6.5-2 is reduced to [Sta83] 

Uo 

[(u,, Un) = ajee® (a+ but cu?) el ay (6.5-3) 

where a,b,c, and E coefficients are calculated from A,B,C,a, and B. Also, 

u = {iy (45). (6.5-4) 

Equation 6.5-3 can be manipulated to yield a form consisting of Fresnel's integral 

Let 

Uy 
2 

G, (uy, Uy) = PB pire dt (6.5-5) 

Uy 

for n=0, 1, and 2 which correspond to three sampling points that define the sub-integration 

interval. Then using integration by parts, 

G, (uy, Un) = F( au) -F (Puy (6.5-6) 

. - 2 - 2 

G1 (uz,uy) = £ P(e) (65-7) 

2 

G» (uy, Un) = Le P (uel —ugel™ +F (Pu) —F( up (6.5-8) 
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where F is the well known Fresnel integral defined in Equation 3.4-7. Then Equation 6.5. 

3 can be rearranged to yield 

I(uj,u>) =A aye (eG, + 0G, +0G,). 65-9) 

The simplified Equation 6.5-9 makes the numerical evaluation of Equation 3.4-11 

much easier. Also, the linear phase approximation is appropriate if | < 0.6 [Sta83], 

which yields 

. Uy 

e! “ 2, ju 
I (uy, Uy) = A= | (a+ bu+cu*) edu (6.5-10) 

Uy 

where u=Bt, a=A, b=B/B, c=C/ 67. As before, let 

Uy 

L(uy,U) = J t"e!'dt for n=0,1, and 2 (6.5-11) 

uy 

which can be evaluated analytically, 

L, (uz, Uy) = jee”) (65-12) 

L,(u,,u) = glia (1—ju,) - elit (1 -ju,) (6.5-13) 

Ly (up up) = j{é [u2-2(1-ju,)) - 2 [ue - 2 1 - jug) 1} 65-14) 

Equation 6.5-10 is manipulated so that 
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Ol 

I(u,, Up) = Ac [aL + bL,+cL,]. (6.5-15) 
B 

The total integration over the diffracting aperture is the phasor sum of all the sub- 

interval integrations, or in other terms, 

I= Vl, (6.5-16) 

Both Equation 6.5-9 and Equation 6.5-15 are derived from Equation 6.5-2. 

However, Equation 6.5-15 is much easier to solve than Equation 6.5-9, but with less 

numerical accuracy. For the quadratic phase integral of Equation 6.5-9, it is very time 

consuming to numerically integrate the Fresnel integral every time it is needed. A table 

look up method is much more efficient, since the integral is only needed to be computed 

once from 0 to 5 with high resolution. To find the desired values between samples, linear 

interpolation is used. This technique was implemented to reduce computation time 

dramatically but sacrificed no accuracy. Note that the variable, I in Equation 6.5-9 and 

6.5-15 is a sub-integration region over the aperture above the diffracting edge. 

Theoretically, the integration (summation) limit should approaches infinity above the 

diffracting edge. However, most of the diffracting energy is concentrated at only the first 

few Fresnel zones. Therefore, the received electric field at a point is obtained by the 

summation of I,, over the aperture of the previous diffracting edge for the first few Fresnel 

zones. The integration over the aperture has 180 degrees phase discontinuity due to the 

periodic nature of the Fresnel integral. Therefore, the convergence of the integral totally 

depends on the effectiveness of the phase unwrapping techniques. The integrated results 

of the diffraction integral are scaled accordingly to take into account the transmit power 

and the antenna patterns in order to obtain the actual received power. 

The total received power is the power summation of all the rays’ power and the 

diffraction wave power at the receiver. This process is repeated throughout the coverage 

area with user specified resolution to obtain the desired signal path loss contours. 
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7 Comparisons Between Predictions and Measurements 

This chapter investigates the accuracy of the proposed models by comparing the 

predicted and measured results in the 900 MHz and 1900 MHz bands. The 900 MHz band 

is the current FCC frequency allocation for conventional cellular telephone. The 1900 

MHz band is the proposed frequency band for the new personal communications service 

(PCS) which will share some of the spectrum with existing fixed microwave 

communication links. The 900 MHz measurements are narrow band CW measurements 

and the 1900 MHz measurements are wide band measurements. Narrow band 

measurements only provide path loss information while wide band measurements provide 

both path loss and multipath information about the channel. Due to the time constraints 

and the already available measurement data on Virginia Tech (VT) campus, the 

measurement described in this chapter are obtained from Schaubach’s work, 

“Microcellular Radio Channel Prediction Using Ray Tracing” [Schau92]. However, 

extensive propagation measurements in actual urban environments such as down town 

Washington DC is needed to study the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed models. 

7.1 Propagation Measurements 

The VT campus resembles typical urban environments where many buildings are 

spaced closely together to form blocks. The academic part of the campus consists of many 

buildings with various architectural styles. However, they have very similar design and 

construction. Some of the buildings such as Burruss, Norris, Holden, Patton, Johnston, 

Cowgill, and Hancock have walls that are made of gray limestone with surface roughness 

of about three to four inches. The buildings have periodically spaced windows on all sides 

but the overall surface roughness remains the same. However, two newly constructed 

buildings, Johnston and Hancock have notably different designs than the rest. Each 

building has one large side consisting of two walls - the outer and inner walls. The outer 

wall is made of limestone with similar degree of surface roughness to other buildings. 

However, it has periodically spaced walk through rectangular holes. The inner wall is 

made of a large sheet of tinted glass. There is a side walk between the outer and inner 

walls which is two to three meters in width. These two buildings are considered to have 

much rougher surface. Other buildings such as Whittemore, Randolph, and Mcbryde are 
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of modern designs which are made of smooth bricks and large glass windows. McBryde 

is the tallest building in the vicinity with very unusual architecture. It is expected that the 

received signal will drop significantly when the receiver is shadowed by this building. 

Both narrow band and wide band measurements were done in this area with different 

frequencies. 

The other measurement part on campus is centered around the dormitory buildings 

such as Major Williams, Shanks, Lane, Brodie, Rasche, Monteith, Thomas, and Femoyer. 

These building walls are made of red bricks which are considerably smoother than 

limestone walls. They also have periodically spaced windows with metal frames on all 

sides. These buildings styles are almost identical which are ideal for modelling by 

computers. Also, there are trees periodically spaced along the side walks in most places 

throughout the area. Only the 1900 MHz wide band measurements were done in this part 

of the campus. 

7.1.1 Narrow Band Measurement Procedures 

The 900 MHz CW channel sounding system was used throughout this campaign 

[Sch92]. The transmitter is located at the southwest corner on Whittemore roof as shown 

in Figure 7.1-1. The transmitter antenna was placed at the center of a flat sheet of with the 

effective height of 52 feet above ground. The receiver cart with an antenna height of 5.6 

feet was pushed along the campus sidewalks as shown in Figure 7.1-1. At each path, the 

receiver was pushed in a straight line manner from the beginning to the end of the path 

while a computer automatically recorded the received power. Note that most of the 

receiving locations chosen are of obstructed topography where the line of sight between 

the transmitter and the receiver is blocked by intermediate buildings. In some cases, the 

receiving locations are deeply shadowed by the local surrounding buildings which greatly 

attenuate the receiving signal strength. Diffraction and scattering are the dominating 

propagation mechanisms for most of the obstructed cases. Also, the receiving paths 

chosen are radially tangent to the transmitter where the transmitter-receiver separation 

distances do not differ significantly. These locations strongly illustrate the influence of 

local terrain and buildings on the propagating radio signals. In dense urban environments, 

the transmitter-receiver separation distance is not as important as the immediate locations 

of the transmitter and the receiver. The terrain and buildings are responsible for affecting 
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the local average signal strength at the receiver. Since the transmitter was located on the 

roof, the most likely dominating propagation mechanism is diffraction over roof edges for 

most paths throughout this measurement campaign. 
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Figure 7.1-2 Block diagram of the CW measurement system 

7.1.2 900 MHz Narrow Band System [Kei90] 

The 900 MHz measurements were obtained with a narrow band (CW) system. The 

transmitter consists of a Fluke 6062A signal generator, a MiniCircuits ZHL4240 RF 

power amplifier, and a vertical monopole antenna. The EIRP of the transmitter is about 1 

watt. The receiver consists of a modified ICOM IC-R7000 receiver, a data logging PC and 

a discone antenna. The ICOM receiver has a dynamic range of 80 dB with a noise floor or 

sensitivity of -97 dBm for 10 dB S/N using the SSB detection mode. Figure 7.1-2 is a 

simplified block diagram of the 900 MHz CW measurement system. The receiver was 

mounted on a push-cart with a magnetic wheel marker that automatically recorded the 

distance traveled. The received power is obtained by sampling the automatic gain control 
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(AGC) voltage (which precedes the narrow band detector) of the ICOM receiver using an 

A/D converter and a portable PC with two serial ports. The AGC voltage ranges from 

1.5V to 4V corresponding to digital number from 255 to zero, respectively. In other 

words, the maximum AGC voltage of 4V occurs when the received signal strength is 

weakest. The receiver A/D converter works this way since the AGC voltage decreases as 

the received signal strength increases. The A/D converter is capable of sampling the 

signal level data at a rate of 960 samples per second. One serial port is used for recording 

the signal power level while the other is used for the distance markers. Each sampled 

received power is represented by eight digital bit (one byte) binary format which is 

assigned integer values from 0 to 255. However, value 254 is used to represent the 

automatic wheel distance marker and value 255 is used for the manually entered marker. 

The markers are inserted to the recording file each time the magnetic wheel sensor is 

triggered. There are four magnetic wheel sensors mounted with 90 degrees angular 

separation on one wheel of the cart. 

7.1.3 Wide Band Measurement Procedures 

The 1900 MHz measurements were made in 8 different locations to obtain the 

average power delay profiles and path loss [Sch92]. Figure 7.1-3 shows two transmitter 

locations and eight corresponding receiver locations. However, only four receiver 

locations are measured for each transmitter location. Six of the receiver locations are line 

of sight topographies and two are obstructed. The antenna height of the transmitter is 25 

feet above ground for the two transmitting cases. Also, the receiving antenna is 5.6 feet 

above ground for all receiving cases. These cases represent typical small cell situations 

for the proposed PCS where the transmitters are likely to be mounted on lamp posts. The 

area near Burruss Hall is relatively clear of trees or lamp posts. However, there is a patch 

of trees about 20 feet tall planted in the middle of the courtyard surrounded by Burruss, 

Johnston, Cowgill, and Hancock (ENGR/ARCH) buildings. The second transmitter area 

near Brodie is relatively uncluttered except for a flag pole and some large trees. The 

measurements were done in Spring time during non-busy hours and the trees are relatively 

free of leafs during this time of the year. At each measured locations, five profiles were 

taken over a one-half meter spacing with the stationary receiver. Each measured data 

profiles reported is the average value of five recorded profiles for each receiving position. 

Spatial averaging over 10A is necessary to improve the dynamic range of the 
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measurement system and eliminating individual multipath components over the local area. 

7.1.4 1900 MHz Wide Band System [Kei92][Sch92] 

Measurements in the 1900 MHz band were made with a spread spectrum system 

developed by the MPRG at Virginia Tech under a research grant supported by the Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). It has better dynamic range than other 

conventional pulse channel sounder systems. The system has a chip rate of 230 MHz with 

a chip length of 2047 chips. The system has 200 MHz bandwidth and is capable of 

resolving multipath time resolution up to 8 ns. The time resolution is determined by both 

the chip period and the chip rate. The transmitter consists of a 230 MHz clock generator, 

an eleven-stage shift register sequence generator, a 200 MHz RF band pass filter, a BPSK 

modulator, and a wideband amplifier. Discone antennas were used for both the transmitter 

and receiver. Figure 7.1-4 shows the block diagram of the spread spectrum system. 

At the receiver, a LNA is used after the RF filter which feeds into the correlator to 

despread the received signal. A code sequence identical to the transmitted sequence is 

used to despread the signal but it is clocked at 5 KHz slower. The rate of the multipath 

signals captured by the oscilloscope is dependent on the relative rate of two codes slipping 

by each other. The slipping process of two identical code sequences enables the receiver 

to trace the correlation peaks of many multipath components. Different incoming 

multipaths have different time delays and they maximally correlate when the codes are 

aligned perfectly. The energy of each individual path passes through the correlator 

depending on its time delay. After despreading the wideband signal, the narrow band 

signal passes through a narrow bandpass filter which rejects unwanted interference and 

improves the noise temperature of the system. After the envelope detection, the channel 

impulse response can be displayed on the oscilloscope. The detector used by the receiver 

is a modified ICOM R7000 receiver which has a noise floor of -97 dBm. 

7.2 Comparisons of Measured vs. Predicted Results 

The campus building map in AutoCAD format was obtained from the Architecture 

department and converted into GRASS format. The terrain map for Blacksburg was 

obtained from USGS with the 7.5 minute map. Both digital maps - terrain and building 
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are needed to run the propagation prediction program. However, due to the uncertainty of 

the control points (the coordinates of the terrain map that correspond to the coordinates of 

the building map) of the campus map, the terrain elevation was not used to obtain the 

predicted results. This factor is primarily responsible for large errors for some prediction 

cases since the relative heights between buildings and receivers are not known with great 

accuracy. Also, the exact antenna patterns of Tx and Rx are not known so typical 

omnidirectional antenna patterns are used instead. The primary propagation mechanism is 

diffraction over roof tops since all receiver positions are obstructed. As mentioned 

previously, some of the prediction errors resulted from inaccurate diffraction parameters 

due to the lack of accurate terrain information. 

The propagation prediction software developed for this thesis also need the 

locations of the transmitter and receiver. There are three ways to specify the receiving 

locations depending on user applications. The propagation prediction program can read in 

many receiving coordinates from a file and generate the corresponding signal strength 

predictions. This feature is useful for comparison with measurements where the measured 

data coordinates are obtained from Global Positioning System (GPS). Another way to 

specify the receiver positions is to specify the linear paths that the receiver. The paths are 

represented as vectors where only the end coordinates of the paths are given. This feature 

is desirable if the user only needs path loss predictions on streets or sidewalks. The 

propagation prediction program can also generate the path loss raster map for a given area. 

The program only needs the boundary coordinates of the desired maps to be generated 

with the specified resolution. The propagation program also needs the coordinates of the 

transmitter which is stored in a file. Electrical information pertaining to the transmitter 

and the receiver such as antenna patterns, transmitted power, locations, etc. are stored in a 

file to be read in by the propagation prediction program. Both cases of 900 MHz and 1900 

MHz were predicted at locations shown in Figure 7.2-1 and Figure 7.1-3, respectively. 

7.2.1 Narrow Band Comparisons for VT Campus 

The 900 MHz data are grouped into 5 dB bins and plotted on the same street map 

for better visualization. Figure 7.2-1 shows the 900 MHz measurement results on the 

campus map. Figure 7.2-2 shows the predicted results at identical locations for the same 

transmitter and receiver. The results are quite encouraging because in most areas, the 
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errors are within 6 dB with some extreme cases of error around 17 dB. These errors are 

quite acceptable considering the rough estimates of the reflection and the transmission 

coefficients. The worst prediction errors occur at the path between Holden and McBryde. 

This is a problem because the diffraction small angle approximation presented in Chapter 

Three does not hold true. The measured signal power shown in Figure 7.2-1 are spatially 

averaged over ten wavelengths. All receiver positions in this map are obstructed by 

Randolph, Hancock, Norris, Holden and McBryde buildings. 

Figure 7.2-1 also shows the received power of four paths which will be directly 

compared with the corresponding propagation predictions. Prediction errors for path #1 to 

#4 will be examined closely. Measurement coordinates of the receiver are obtained from 

the wheel marker within the recorded measured data file and the end coordinates of the 

paths. Along the paths, the instantaneous received power is spatially averaged over ten 

wavelengths to obtain the local average of the received power. The measurement 

coordinates are computed and stored in a file to be read into the propagation prediction 

program. The prediction of the received power for each location is then stored in a 

separate file for analysis. Since the receiver coordinates of the predicted and measured 

power are the same and the number of comparison samples is large, statistical tools can be 

used to analyze prediction errors. 

Figure 7.2-3 displays the predicted versus power for all four paths. The horizontal 

axis corresponds to the measured received power and the vertical axis corresponds to the 

predicted received power. The straight line represents equality between measured and 

predicted received power. There are approximately 250 samples compared for the four 

paths. Note that the scattered points are clustered about the straight line which signifies 

that for most cases, the predictions agree closely with the measurements. Both values 

reasonably agree for received power ranges from -75 to -60 dBm. When the measured 

received power drops below -75 dBm in deeply shadowed areas, the predictions are not 

correct due to the effects scattering. However, a few prediction cases have errors larger 

than 12 dB. 

Some simple statistical parameters are obtained from the prediction errors of all 

paths. Figure 7.2-4 shows the histogram of the prediction errors for all errors with 5 dB 

bin width. Note that the errors are centered about 0 dB with a standard deviation of 6.2 dB 

for all paths. The prediction error distribution is approximately Gaussian distributed 

judging from the histogram plot. Also, Ninety percent of the prediction errors occur 
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Figure 7.2-3 Scatter plot of measured vs. predicted received power 

within 10 dB. Figure 7.2-5 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot of the 

measured and the predicted received power to show the overall error statistics are similar 

over the predicted region. From Figure 7.2-5, it can be estimated that the largest error 

between two CDFs is about 15%. Statistically speaking, the difference in probability of 

predicted and measured received power which are less than a given power level is no more 

than fifteen percent. The predictions are reasonably reliable considering very little 

information is known about the channel electrical properties and other scattering objects 

such as trees. The propagation prediction results are based entirely on the geometries of 

the objects in the channel, not measurements made in the channel. It is important to note 

that the prediction results are obtained independently from measurements. However, 

more propagation measurement data are needed to verify that the prediction errors will 

remain roughly the same regardless of the environments of different channels. Empirical 

models which are based on measurements are subjected to great uncertainty if the 

environments are different than that measured. Also, it is very difficult to come up with a 

general empirical model based on curve fitting for microcellular channels due to the 
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Figure 7.2-4 Histogram of prediction errors for all paths 

erratic changes in the local average signal strength from locations to locations. 

The measurements are divided into four piecewise linear paths as shown in Figure 

7.2-1. The paths represent typical situations in PCS microcell environments. The longest 

path has a distance of about 300 meters. The building density or clutter is medium for this 

particular environment. The transmitter is located on the roof of Whittemore Hall. Direct 

comparisons of received signal power are made with four paths along the sidewalks. 

Path #1 starts out from the left side of Randolph Hall and moves toward the right 

side in the direction of Smith Hall with a total length of 110 meters as shown in Figure 

7.2-1. Path #1 runs parallel with a parking lot located in front of Randolph. This path is 

totally obstructed by Randolph which has a height of three floors on the right side and two 

story floors on the left side. There are also periodically spaced trees along this path 

immediately in front of Randolph. The main propagation mechanism for this path is 

diffraction over the roofs and scattering from trees. Figure 7.2-6 shows the received 

power delay profiles for both measurements and the predictions. The measured received 
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Figure 7.2-5 CDF of measured and predicted power for all paths 

power range from -76 dBm to -64 dBm while the predictions range from -79 dBm to -64 

dBm. Most predictions along this path agree very well with the measurements except for 

a few locations. The majority of the prediction errors are under 3 dB with the exception of 

a few cases. For this path, the prediction program relies mainly on the 3D diffraction 

model presented earlier in Chapter Three. 

Path #2 starts out from in front of Burruss Hall and moves along the sidewalk 

toward McBryde as indicated in Figure 7.2-1 with a total path length of 230 meters. 

Located beside path #2 is a street that runs parallel to a large open field. There are some 

occasional large trees along this path but most of the obstructions are caused by buildings 

such as Burruss, Patton, Norris, and Holden. Burruss and Patton Halls are two closest 

buildings along this path. Terrain is also an important factor that influences radio wave 

propagation for this path. The terrain elevation at path #2 is about 2 to 3 meters below that 

at Norris and Holden Hall terrain level. The elevation differences change the relative 

heights of all buildings. Due to the lack of building coordinates that correspond to terrain 

coordinates, terrain elevations were not considered in the prediction process. As the 
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Figure 7.2-6 Received measured and predicted power for path #1 

result, the omittance of terrain probably introduces more errors in the predictions. 

However, this is not the limit of the propagation program but rather the limit of the 

available data. Figure 7.2-7 displays the measured and the predicted received power delay 

profiles. Note that the prediction program was able to follow the trend in the received 

signal variations. The predictions are close for most locations. The largest disagreements 

occur at distance around 160 meter from the origin of the path. This is the area just past 

Patton Hall looking straight to Holden Hall. These errors are likely due to the attenuation 

by three large trees next to Patton Hall. Also, the relative height of Holden Hall is not 

accurate due to the lack of terrain information. One of the major prediction error source is 

due to the relative positioning errors of the buildings, terrain, transmitter and receiver 

locations. As the result, the prediction accuracy can be improved marginally by taking the 

spatial average of the received signal. 

Path #3 starts out from McBryde Hall and moves toward Norris Hall with a total 

path length of 210 meters as shown in Figure 7.2-1. Path #3 is relatively clear from the 
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Figure 7.2-7 Received measured and predicted power for path #2 

surroundings with some trees along the side walk. The governing propagation mechanism 

of this path is diffraction over Norris, Holden, and McBryde Hall roofs. McBryde is the 

tallest building in the area with an unusual shape. This shape is difficult to model for 

accurate diffraction predictions. The beginning of path #3 is heavily shadowed by 

McBryde Hall which breaks down the small angle approximation of the diffraction model. 

As expected, the predictions at the beginning of path #3 are roughly 10 dB lower than 

measured as indicated in Figure 7.2-8. Along path #3 beyond McBryde, the predictions 

agree much better with the measurements. Again, note that the prediction follows the 

measured signal variation trends very accurately at all points along the path. The 

occasional predicted signal peaks occur at places where the diffraction edge changes from 

one building to another near the receiver. 

Path #4 starts out from McBryde and moves toward Randolph Hall with a total 

length of 235 meters as shown in Figure 7.2-1. At the beginning of the path along 

McBryde, there are many large trees between Randolph and Price buildings which cause 
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Figure 7.2-8 Received measured and predicted power for path #3 

attenuation of the measured signal. The signal attenuation by trees causes significant 

errors in the prediction results. Figure 7.2-9 shows the measured and predicted received 

power along path #4. Also, there are cars and trucks parked along the path that scatter 

some of the signals. Most of the errors introduced are due to the omission of trees and 

terrain elevations. Terrain elevation is important toward the end of the path due to the 

lower terrain elevation of the Engr/Arch building. However, the overall prediction errors 

are well within 6 dB. 

A Trimble GPS receiver was borrowed from TSR Technologies, Inc. to find the 

control points or coordinates of buildings that correspond to coordinates of terrain. Three 

location fixes were obtained from the GPS receiver and subsequent coordinate transform 

was performed on the building data. The transformed VT campus building map is 

overlaid onto the terrain map in GRASS. The results are disappointing since the 

coordinates obtained by GPS is completely erroneous. The terrain elevations at Randolph 

and Whittemore Hall should be higher than the terrain elevations in front of Burruss Hall 
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Figure 7.2-9 Received measured and predicted power for path #4 

but the opposite is true. The error source is the GPS receiver which has the best rms error 

of 15 meters. However, the coordinates obtained from the GPS have errors of at least 40 

meters. The propagation predictions for path #2 and path #4 were ran again but yielded 

worse results. 

After the initial validation of the propagation predictions with the measurements, a 

path loss contour map of the same transmitter location (Whittemore’s roof) was generated 

and plotted in GRASS which is shown in Figure 7.2-10. The path loss values are given in 

dB normalized to the free space path loss from the transmitter at one meter. Note that the 

path loss along the non-obstructed areas behaves essentially like the free space path loss. 

The shadowing effects of buildings on the received signal strengths are clearly visible. 

McBryde Hall heavily shadows the received signal in the area behind one of its side. The 

signal levels at the areas shadowed by McBryde are quite low because McBryde is a six 

story building which is much taller than most buildings in the area. As expected, the taller 

buildings such as McBryde can have more dramatic effects on propagation than the 
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shorter buildings such as Randolph. In the crowded area near Lane hall, the path losses 

are much higher than other areas. 

7.2.2 Wide Band Comparisons for VT Campus 

The wide band 1900 MHz measurements were done with two different transmitter 

locations on campus. One transmitter location was located behind Burruss Hall next to 

Norris Hall. The other transmitter location was between Brodie and Rasche Hall as shown 

in Figure 7.1-3. The power delay profile of each measured location was obtained by 

averaging over five separate measurements about a local area. Table 7.2-1 shows the 

results of the measured and predicted path loss as well as rms delay spread. The path loss 

values listed in the table are normalized to the path loss at 1 meter free space from the 

transmitting antenna. The best path loss agreement between predicted and measured 

results is at Hancock Hall location with the prediction error of only 0.4 dB. The worst 

disagreement is 7.9 dB which happens at Rasche Hall. One of the main reason for the 

prediction error is the rough estimate of the reflection coefficient and the fact that 

scattering mechanisms were not taken into account. The EM scattering from trees and 

window frames may be significant in some cases. There are two obstructed cases at Norris 

Hall and Major Williams Hall locations. The measured and the predicted results are well 

within 6 dB for both cases. For these two obstructed cases, the diffractions due to the 

sides of the buildings are more significant than the roofs. The propagation prediction 

program considers both vertical and horizontal diffracting edges. Most of the measured 

cases are typical of the proposed future microcell PCS where line of sight between 

transmitters and receivers are not uncommon. As expected for line of sight topographies, 

the received signal power is composed of many reflected rays from many local 

surrounding buildings. 

The rms delay spread of measured and predicted results are also compared case by 

case. Most of the prediction cases agree very well with the measured values. The best 

agreement occurs at Rasche Hall where the error is only 4.1 ns. The worst agreement 

happens at Johnston Hall where the error is 108.1 ns. The large error at Johnston is due to 

multiple reflections with longer arrival time. Other reasons that contribute to the 

prediction error is the estimated reflection coefficients and the attenuation by a patch of 

large trees in the middle of a courtyard between Burruss, Johnston, and Cowgill Hall. 
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Figure 7.2-10 Path Loss contours for Tx on Whittemore Hall’s roof 
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Overall, the rms delay spread predictions are reasonably accurate. 

Table 7.1: Measured and predicted path loss and rms delays for VT campus 
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Meas. | Pred. Path Meas. | Pred. rms 

Locations path path loss rms rms delay 

loss loss error | delay | delay | error 

Burruss Hall 36.9 38.8 1.9 38.5 25 -13.5 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Rasche Hall 26.0 33.9 7.9 27.1 23 -4.1 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Brodie Hall 28.7 33.5 4.8 36.1 43 6.9 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Johnston Hall 30.0 35.9 5.9 33.9 142 108.1 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Hancock Hall 30.8 30.4 -0.4 23.2 81 57.8 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Lane Hall 26.8 30.2 3.4 55.6 36 -19.6 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Norris Hall 45.7 50.1 4.4 69.2 53 -16.2 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 

Major Williams Hall 448 50.4 5.6 88.9 48 -40.9 

dB dB dB ns ns ns 
    

The propagation software is also capable of predicting the impulse response of the 

channel. The process of ray tracing has infinite bandwidth since each ray is an impulse in 

the time domain. The bandwidth resolution is taken into account by convolving a 

Gaussian pulse of 20 ns width with the impulses generated by the ray tracing and 

diffraction models. The time convolving pulse width depends on the bandwidth of the 

wide band measurement system. The impulse response of the channel or the power delay 

profile contains everything about the channel characteristics such as path loss, rms delay 

spread, and excess delay spread. The measured and predicted power delay profiles of the 

eight locations mentioned earlier will be compared case by case. The power delay profiles 

also contain useful information about multipath propagations at each location. This 

information provides insights into antenna design and base location setup to optimize for 
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Figure 7.2-11 Power delay profiles for Johnston site 

Receiver #1 (Johnston site) is located at the corner of Cowgill and Johnston Halls 

behind Burruss as depicted in Figure 7.1-3. The measured and predicted power delay 

profiles at Johnston Hall are shown in Figure 7.2-11. The time scale is normalized to the 

first arriving component and the power is displayed in term of path loss with respect to 1 

meter free space path loss from the transmitter. The first arriving component was 

predicted very accurately. All components up to the sixth also agree very well with the 

The predicted first arriving component is the line of sight (LOS) 

component. The predicted second arriving component is due to the ground reflection. 

The third component is due to a single reflection from Cowgill Hall and the fourth 

component is the reflection from Johnston Hall. However, the program fails to predict 

measured data. 

some of the smaller magnitude arriving components due to scattering paths from small 

objects. Overall, the power delay profile prediction for Johnston site agrees very well with 

the measurement. 
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Figure 7.2-12 Power delay profiles for Hancock site 

Receiver #2 (Hancock site) is next to Johnston site at the corner of Cowgill and 

Hancock (ENGR/ARCH) Hall which is a LOS topography as shown in Figure 7.1-3. The 

measured and predicted power delay profiles for this site are shown in Figure 7.2-12. 

Again, the prediction of the first component is very accurate. However, there are many 

other reflections between the first component and 250 ns that the prediction program 

missed. These reflections are mainly from Hancock, Cowgill Hall, and trees. The energy 

airiving within this period is dispersive due to the scattering effects from complex 

surfaces. The scattered energy formed a spreading envelope in the power delay profile. 

Since the prediction program does not include scattering, it is not surprising that it fails to 

predict the diffusely scatter energy in most cases. As mentioned earlier, Hancock Hall has 

very rough surfaces compared to the wavelength and it is one of the dominant scattering 

object in the area. 

Receiver #3 (Norris site) is located in front of Norris as shown in Figure 7.1-3. 

This is an obstructed situation where one of Norris side walls blocks the LOS ray path. 
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Figure 7.2-13 shows the power delay profiles for the Norris site. The program was able to 

predict the side diffracted component and a double reflected ray off Norris and Burruss 

Hall. There are also many scattering components received especially due to the rough 

surrounding terrain. The arriving energy immediately after the first (side diffracted) 

component is due to ground scattering. The disperse energy measured between 100 ns and 

200 ns are due to scattering from Burruss Hall. The prediction program was also able to 

predict the specular reflection from Burruss Hall. Note that the predicted components are 

well within 5 dB of the measured component. 
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Figure 7.2-13 Power delay profiles for Norris site 

Receiver #4 (Burruss site) is located beside Burruss Hall next to Norris Hall as 

shown in Figure 7.1-3. This site is considered as LOS topography. Figure 7.2-14 

illustrates the measured and predicted power delay profiles for this site. As expected, the 

program was able to predict the LOS component accurately. The second predicted 

arriving component is the reflection from Burruss Hall. The measured energy between the 

LOS and the Burruss reflected component is largely due to scattering from the ground. 
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The third predicted energy component is the double specular reflection from Norris and 

Burruss Hall which should corresponds to the measured energy peak at 150 nsec. The 

program was able to predict many major arriving energy components for this site. 
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Figure 7.2-14 Power delay profiles for Burruss site 

The four power delay profiles presented earlier are obtained from transmitter #1 

located behind Burruss Hall. The next four power delay profiles are obtained from 

transmitter #2 located between Brodie and Rasche Hall. Receiver #5 (Major Williams 

site) is located behind Lane Hall next to Major Williams Hall as shown in Figure 7.1-3. 

This receiving location is obstructed from the transmitter by Lane Hall. Figure 7.2-15 

shows the measured and predicted power delay profiles for this site. The measured profile 

indicates that most of the receiving energy components are due to diffusely scattered 

fields. The first arriving component predicted is the Lane Hall side edge diffraction. The 

measured energy are spread out over time due to attenuation and scattering by trees in the 

area. As mentioned earlier, the small scale scattering objects contribute significantly at the 

receiver but was not taken into account. 
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Figure 7.2-15 Power delay profiles for Major Williams 

Receiver #6 (Brodie site) is located in front of Lane Hall which is shown in Figure 

7.1-3. This receiver location is of LOS topography. Figure 7.2-16 shows the power delay 

profiles for this receiving location. Again, the first arriving component is correctly 

predicted. The second predicted component due to a reflection from Lane Hall matched 

up with the third measured component. However, the prediction program missed the 

second measured component which is due to reflections from a few large trees in the area. 

The third predicted component at 140 nsec is due to a reflection from Brodie Hall and the 

predicted component at 320 nsec is due to a reflection from Rasche Hall. 

Receiver #7 (Lane site) is located in the middle of Lane Hall as depicted in Figure 

7.1-3. This receiver location has a LOS topography. The T-R separation distance is 40 

meters. The measured and predicted power delay profiles are shown in Figure 7.2-17. 

The first and second arriving components are predicted with good accuracy. This 

component is likely due to the backward reflection from Lane Hall. The measured 

components immediately after the LOS component is due to scattering from near by large 
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Figure 7.2-16 Power delay profiles for Brodie site 

trees. The three energy components around 300 nsec are also correctly predicted with 

good accuracy. These components are energy reflections from Brodie and Rasche Halls. 

Overall, most major energy components are correctly predicted with good accuracy. 

Receiver #8 (Rasche site) is located next to Rasche Hall as shown in Figure 7.1-3. 

This receiver location also has a LOS topography. The T-R separation distance is 50 

meters. Figure 7.2-18 shows the measured and predicted power delay profiles. Again, the 

first arriving component is easily predicted. The second predicted component matched up 

with the third measured component. This component is the reflected ray from Rasche 

Hall. However, the program fails to predict the second measured energy component 

which is due to strong scattering from trees. Small scale scattering from nearby objects 

are very difficult to predict accurately in general. Also, it is impractical to model every 

possible objects in the environment which would require a very large amount of computer 

memory and unbearably slow down the prediction process. 

Due to the approximation of the building features, small scale scattering fields can 
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Figure 7.2-17 Power delay profiles for Lane site 
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Figure 7.2-18 Power delay profiles for Rasche site 
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Figure 7.2-21 Path loss contours for Tx at Brodie Hall 
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Figure 7.2-22 CII map for the desired transmitter #1 near Burruss 
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not be predicted. These fields have a definite impact on the received measured power 

delay profile. Also, secondary scatterers which are close to the propagation paths play a 

significant role in shaping the power delay profile, especially when there is no dominant 

component in the profile. The propagation prediction software fails to predict some 

measured components since not all objects in the channel are modeled such as nearby 

trees, cars, people, etc. that reflect the propagating signal. The simplicity of the 

environmental database and the spatial positioning errors of the objects are the most likely 

explanation of the prediction errors. Also, scattering effects were not implemented in this 

thesis which may result in failure to predict strong scattered components. 

It is important to remember that the model presented is fine tuned for computation 

efficiency. It is very important to be able to predict the propagation within a reasonable 

amount of time. Each power delay profile prediction for VT campus takes about 3 to 4 

seconds to simulate on Sparc I workstation which is significantly faster than the 3D ray 

tracing model [Sch92a]. However, little accuracy is sacrificed by this efficiency for 

general PCS environments. The 3D ray tracing model did not predict much more 

accurately than this model while taking around 15 minutes of computation time on the 

same machine for each profile. This shows that the proposed model is almost as accurate 

as the 3D ray tracing model but executes much faster for practical applications. Table 7.2 

Table 7.2: Run time comparisons for two models 
  

  

  

  

  

  

3D 

specular & 2D 
Simulation Statistics P . specular & 

scattering diffraction 

[Sch92c] 

Computer Sparc II Sparc I 

Number of receivers 5 5 

Number of objects 150 253 

Simulation time 4438 sec 34 sec           
shows the comparison of simulation statistics between the 3D and the proposed models. 

There is an overhead computation time of roughly 12 seconds for the proposed model to 

load in data files and compute the Fresnel integral values used for a table look up. In fact, 

the goal of this research is to develop practical engineering solutions for predicting radio 
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wave propagation in microcellular environments. 

After the initial validation of the propagation prediction model at1900 MHz, path 

loss contours were generated for both transmitting locations on Virginia Tech campus. 

The transmitter and receiver heights, and the carrier frequency remained the same as 

before. Figure 7.2-19 shows the signal path loss for the Burruss Hall transmitting 

location. The effects of buildings for the lower transmitting antenna height is even more 

drastic than the roof mounted antenna on Whittemore Hall. The lighter shadings indicate 

lower path loss than the darker shadings. Along the sidewalks and non-obstructed areas, 

the signal coverage is much better than in the more densely obstructed areas. Again, note 

that taller buildings blocks more propagating signal than the shorter ones. Figure 7.2-20 

shows the signal path loss profiles of Figure 7.2-19. 

Figure 7.2-21 shows the signal path loss contours for the transmitter located near 

Brodie Hall. In this situation, the signal blockage is even more evident since the 

transmitter is located in a more crowded environment. Note that the path loss increases 

dramatically beyond Major Williams and McBryde Hall. The area around Whittemore 

and Cowgill Halls is also heavily shadowed and the received signal is predicted to be very 

weak. 

From the two signal path loss maps display in Figure 7.2-19 and Figure 7.2-21, the 

carrier to interference levels (C/I in dB) can be computed by using GRASS by subtracting 

one received signal map from the other received signal map. The resulting map is the 

interference map or C/I map throughout the area of interest as shown in Figure 7.2-22. In 

this case, the interfering source is the transmitter #2 located near Brodie Hall. The map is 

used to locate bad spots of cochannel interference from the next cochannel cell. The 

transmitter can be optimally located to improve system performance and capacity based 

on these generated signal maps. 

7.2.3 Projected Propagation Studies for Washington DC 

The selected area of down town Washington DC near the Washington Post 

building was also analyzed. Due to the unavailability of the measured data for this area, 

direct comparisons between measured and predicted results are not possible. However, a 

few predicted cases were generated for initial propagation characterizations in heavily 

built up city environments. Three transmitters are placed in an arbitrary locations to see 
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Figure 7.2-23 Path loss contours for Tx at 16&M street in DC 
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the results of the signal coverage map and cochannel interference. The Washington DC 

area is a typical dense urban environments where the entire map contains more than two 

hundred buildings composed of 4733 walls or objects with various complicated shapes. 

Note that the building data for DC is much larger than the Virginia Tech campus which 

only has 253 walls or objects. For Washington DC, the prediction of each receiving 

location takes about 25 seconds after the overhead computation. Each displayed signal 

path loss contour map takes about 20 hours to generate on a Sparc II for 11,000 receiving 

locations. Also, terrain data were used by the prediction program for the all the DC cases 

since the control points of the maps were obtained from USGS data. 

The path loss contour map generation for this case takes much longer than the 

Virginia Tech’s campus case. The transmitter and the receiver were specified to have 

typical omnidirectional antennas with the carrier frequency of 1900 MHz. The transmitter 

height was specified at 40 feet above ground and the receiver height is 5.7 feet above 

ground for all cases. Figure 7.2-23 shows the signal path loss contours normalized to one 

meter free space path loss of Washington DC with the transmitter located at the corner of 

M St. and 16 St. As expected, the path losses along M St.,16St.,Massachusetts Ave., and 

Rhode Island Ave. are much lower than other streets. The path loss values are displayed 

as dB referenced to 1 meter free space path loss. The lighter colors signify lower path loss 

and darker colors signify higher path loss. The dimension of the map is about 1km by 

lkm. The streets as well as the buildings are displayed on top of the signal path loss for 

spatial reference. Figure 7.2-24 shows the same path loss contours of Figure 7.2-23 in 

three dimensions. This figure was also generated and displayed by GRASS. 

Another transmitter is located at the corner of Massachusetts avenue and 17th 

street. The propagation predictions were done for the same area with the same system 

parameters. Figure 7.2-25 shows the raster map display of the signal path loss contours 

for the second transmitter. Typical path loss along Massachusetts avenue, the area around 

Scott circle, and the area around Thomas circle is much smaller than other areas on the 

prediction map. The path loss values in Figure 7.2-25 are displayed in dB referenced to 1 

watt. As expected, the worst coverage area is westward beyond Vermont avenue around 

the lower right corner of the map. 

As the result of bad coverage in the lower right corner on the map shown in Figure 

7.2-25, another transmitter was placed at the McPherson Square located near the 

intersection of 15 and I streets. This transmitter simulates another base station with 
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  igure 7.2- path loss contours for Tx at Burruss Hall 

  

different coverage area. The communication system parameters still remain the same as 

previous cases. Figure 7.2-26 shows the raster map of the path loss contours for the third 

transmitter. This time, the path losses around McPherson Square, Franklin Square, along 

Vermont avenue, and along K street are the lowest. Thus, the third transmitter gives the 

desired coverage where the second transmitter is unable to cover. 

An excess delay map within 10 dB of the strongest received signal is also 

generated for transmitter #3 as shown in Figure 7.2-27. The propagation prediction 

software records all the predicted power delay profiles and their associated locations to a 

file. The power delay data file is then processed by a data processing program to generate 

the statistics about the channel. Using GRASS, the excess delay or the rms delay maps 

can be displayed similarly to terrain or signal path loss maps. From Figure 7.2-27, the 

white areas of the map signifies the excess delay of zero. This is due to the dominant 

factor of the signal diffraction. Also, there are very few received rays in these areas from 

the ray tracing process. However, one can decrease the launched angle separation of the 

rays to be able to predict better in these areas. Again, there are trade-offs between 

computation time and prediction accuracy. Note that most of the LOS paths along the 

streets have very low excess delay spreads since there is no strong specular reflections 
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Figure 7.2-25 Path loss contours for Tx at Mass. Ave and 17 st. 
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Figure 7.2-26 Path loss contours for Tx at McPherson Square 
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Figure 7.2-27 Ten dB excess delay map for Tx at McPherson Square 
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Figure 7.2-28 RMS delay map for Tx at McPherson Square 
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with long time delays for low antenna heights. 

A rms delay spread map for transmitter #3 is shown in Figure 7.2-28. The rms 

delays along LOS paths are very low for most cases. This is expected since the dominant 

receiving component is very strong relative to all other receiving components. However, 

the rms delay increases when the receiver moves into obstructed areas near the transmitter. 

There are some significant interference along some streets such as Vermont 

avenue. Again, using GRASS, the cochannel C/I map can be obtained easily by using its 

map calculator function. Figure 7.2-29 shows the C/I map of the coverage area due to 

cochannel interference. The interfering transmitter is located at McPherson Square. The 

darker color areas signify higher C/I ratio than the lighter color areas. As expected, there 

is significant cochannel interference along a good distance on Vermont avenue and K 

street. As inspected from Figure 7.2-29, the boundary between two cells appears to be 

along M street. 

7.3 Summary 

The propagation measurement systems and procedures have been described in this 

chapter. Two types of measurements were done at the Virginia Tech’s campus: 900 MHz 

narrow band and 1900 MHz wide band. The measured results are then compared to the 

predicted results for these two frequency bands. The errors of measured vs. predicted 

results are nominally about 6 to 7 dB for obstructed cases. However, the errors can be as 

high as 20 dB in a few rare cases for the narrow band at 900 MHz. Also, positioning 

errors can cause significant signal prediction errors. Therefore, spatial averaging of the 

received signals can increase the prediction accuracy. Measured and predicted wideband 

results are also compared at 1900 MHz. The nominal path loss error is about 5 dB for 

most cases. The predicted rms delay spreads also agree with the measured rms delay 

spreads. Measured and predicted power delay profiles are also compared case by case. 

The propagation program was able to predict many large multipath energy components of 

each profile with good accuracy. With limited model validation, raster maps of predicted 

signal path loss contours are generated for analysis. These maps show that the signal path 

losses along the streets where the transmitter is located are much lower than other streets. 

Also, raster maps of C/I levels are generated from the path loss contour maps to study the 

feasibility of cochannel interference prediction by the proposed models. As expected, the 
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Figure 7.2-29 C/I map for the desired Tx at Mass. Ave. and 17 St. 
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interference levels can be significant along some parts of the streets where the transmitters 

are located. The proposed models have demonstrated practical engineering solutions of 

applying ray tracing to predict radio coverage in urban environments. In a very dense 

urban area, the computation time increases significantly due to the increase number of 

buildings and their architectural complexity. Each of the raster map of signal path loss 

contours in Washington DC took about 30 hours to generate on a Sparc II workstation. 

This long simulation period is the result of 10,506 receiving locations per map. This 

capability is only feasible using efficient models and programming techniques presented. 

Also, note that applying the 3D ray tracing model in this situation is almost impossible due 

to the large number of objects and receiving locations involved. 
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8 Conclusions 

This thesis work is made possible by the research grant from American Personal 

Communications, Inc. (APC) titled “Propagation prediction for PCS design in urban 

microwave channels”. The shrinking cell size of the current cellular system and the 

migration to the new microwave frequency are the results of increasing system capacity 

requirement. However, the smaller cell size presents new propagation prediction problem. 

Currently, there is no reliable tools used to predict propagation coverage for small areas. 

In these situations, the local surrounding environment such as trees, buildings, and local 

terrain play a significant role in the signal propagation characteristics. The quality and 

capacity of the personal communication system depends on accurate understanding of the 

channel. Coverage and cochannel interference problems can be eliminated by accurate 

propagation prediction. However, some propagation measurements are also needed to 

check the accuracy of the prediction tools in some cases. The advantage of accurate 

propagation prediction tools allow system designers to design new systems faster and 

better than measurements alone. This translates into savings of reduced measurement 

costs, system design time, and increased system capacity. There is a recent surge of 

interests in site specific propagation prediction research due to the lack of such tool and 

the cheap computing power available today. 

Under the APC contract, this research work focused on two important aspects of 

site specific propagation prediction, namely automation and computational speed with 

reasonable accuracy. The automation aspect resulted from automatic propagation 

prediction from only terrain and building data files. The input spatial data come from the 

GIS and CAD software. These packages are used for spatial data storage, spatial data 

manipulation, as well as analysis of predicted propagation data. The data need to be in the 

specified formats before being fed to the prediction software. After the data files are 

prepared, the rest of the procedures are automated by user commands. The computational 

speed is the result of optimized ray tracing techniques as well as diffraction calculation 

methods. However, some sacrifices were made in term of propagation modelling accuracy 

but the difference in results between the more rigorous propagation model implementation 

and this simplified model implementation is insignificant for most prediction cases in PCS 

environment. Also, it is unfair to compare curve fitting empirical propagation prediction 

models to site specific propagation prediction models since the curve fitting models rely 

On measurement data in a particular area which may be totally invalid for general 
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environments. 

Chapter two covers the literature reviews of current published propagation 

prediction models as well as basic channel characterization parameters such as channel 

impulse response, rms delay spreads, etc. Both empirical and deterministic models are 

mentioned. The empirical models includes the famous Okumura/Hata model. This model 

is the result of extensive propagation measurement studies in Tokyo city, Japan by 

Okumura. Hata was able to fit analytical equations to Okumura propagation prediction 

curves. This model is simple to use but it is limited for large coverage area as well as the 

limited accuracy due to the correction factors involved. Also, it is unable to predict 

multipath characteristics of the channel which is very important for the new digital PCS 

systems. Deterministic or site specific models proposed by current researchers are also 

examined. The degree of site specific information used varies by different researchers. 

Complete site specific information is used by Schaubach and Russell [Sch92a][Rus91], 

but very limited site specific information is used by Bertoni. One important proposal by 

Luebbers [Lue89a] which uses geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) is also examined. 

GTD promises better accuracy than the knife edge diffraction method but it also suffers 

from inaccuracy in some situations. There are always trade-offs between models in term 

of complexity and accuracy. Every model has its own limitation. 

Chapter three covers the theory of propagation models used in this thesis. It 

includes geometrical optics and Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction principles. Geometrical 

optics is an asymptotic solution to Maxwell equations when the wavelength approaches 

zero. It can be used to approximate the propagation of EM waves as rays when the carrier 

wavelength is much smaller than the ray surroundings. Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction 

integral is approximated and solved numerically and recursively for multiple diffraction 

cases. The governing principle of this diffraction model is Huygen’s secondary sources 

which treats the new wave fronts as emanating sources. 

Chapter four covers the applications of the GIS software, GRASS. Basic 

philosophies and utilization of GRASS functions are covered in great details. Its 

applications to propagation predictions are outlined and its data storage directory 

structures are also mentioned. This chapter is valuable to any person without any 

previous knowledge of GRASS and wants to get involved with site specific propagation 

predictions. A solid understanding of data storage structures and internal GRASS 

structures is needed to manipulate the spatial input data as well as analyzing output 
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propagation data. 

Chapter five covers the spatial data formats and structures in great details. The two 

important formats are raster and vector. A thorough knowledge of raster and vector data is 

needed for successful understanding of implemented propagation prediction algorithms. 

It also covers the data conversion process between AutoCAD and GRASS. 

Chapter six covers the details of techniques used to implement the prediction 

software. Naturally, it is an extension of chapter three. The mechanics of ray tracing is 

discussed at great length as well as algorithms to find diffraction edges in arbitrary 

building database. Rays are traced in two dimensions and then three dimensions to speed 

up computation time. Multiple levels of bounding boxes or circles are used throughout 

this process. For diffraction computation, some of the ray tracing functions are reused to 

find the diffraction edges. The received field at the receiver is obtained by recursive 

calculation of the field distributions at the previous edges. This chapter is crucial to the 

understanding of how things are done in programming code. 

Chapter seven is the validation of the prediction tools. Narrow band at 900 MHz 

and wide band at 1900 MHz measurements on Virginia Tech campus are used for the 

comparisons. For the narrow band comparison, the standard deviation of the prediction 

path loss error is 6.2 dB for 250 compared samples in four paths. Some of the errors are 

due to neglected terrain elevations as mentioned in chapter seven. For the wideband 

comparisons, the prediction errors compared to measurements fared much better since 

most cases are of LOS topographies. The prediction software was able to predict 

accurately many significant energy components within each power delay profile. More 

importantly, this chapter demonstrates the insignificant prediction difference between the 

proposed models versus the more rigorous 3D ray tracing models proposed by Schaubach. 

The predicted power delay profiles are almost identical for most cases considered. The 

computation improvement is two order of magnitude faster than Schaubach prediction 

tools even when bounding boxes are used. Also, the first order approximation of 

reflection and transmission coefficients yielded reasonable prediction results. Geometries 

of buildings as well as accurate buildings overlaid on terrain play an important role in 

accurate prediction results. When the receiver is heavily shadowed by a building, the 

diffraction model assumption of small angle approximation is no longer valid and the 

model becomes unreliable. Scattering effects also become more significant under such 

circumstances. There are certain limits on site specific propagation prediction, mainly 
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accuracy versus speed and complexity as well as the fundamental limitation of the 

propagation models. The prediction results can also be used to analyze cochannel 

interference. GRASS can be used to calculate carrier to interference levels (C/I) through 

out the coverage area if proper prediction results are obtained. 

Appendix A covers a short GRASS user guide and Appendix B introduces the 

basic operations of the software developed for this thesis. It contains roughly 10,000 lines 

of C code divided into six program modules. It looks at the necessary data files to run the 

software as well as the overall structures of the software. It is intended for quick reference 

and start-up guide. However, modifying the code require a broad knowledge of 

diversified subjects such as C programming, GRASS database operations, and 

propagation theory, and etc. 

This thesis attempts an automated solution to a complicated problem of 

propagation prediction in a city for small coverage area. It is hoped that this tool will find 

good use in future research as well as the cellular industry. 

8.1 Extension of this Research 

1. Propagation measurements in Washington DC are needed to further verify the 

prediction models in build up environments. 

2. Incorporation of electrical properties of building walls. 

3. Implementation of scattering mechanisms. 

4. Implementation of GTD model. 

5. An integrated user and data interface for increase automation. 

6. Some optimization of current code can reduce computation time to half. 
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Appendix A 

The headquarter for GRASS information center of distribution and support is 

located at: 

GRASS Information Center 
U.S. Army CERL 

P.O. Box 9005 
Champaign, Illinois 61826-9005 

(217) 373-7220 

The center provides general information, GRASSCLIPPINGS newsletter, 

documentation on installing GRASS, educational materials such as training videos and 

technical advises. Since GRASS is a public domain software, the GRASS user 

community relies primary on itself for technical support. The U.S. government, 

educational institutions, and private firms make up 95% of the total users worldwide. 

However, GRASS popularity is growing in a number of other countries especially in 

Europe and Australia. 

A.1 GRASS’s User Guide 

This appendix is designed to give novice users some exposures to GRASS’s 

complex array of user commands which must to be executed consecutively. This 

appendix may be used as an introductory guide of how to get started with GRASS. 

GRASS must be installed and compiled with the machine specific version. The 

installation process is well documented in GRASS’s manual. The installation should be 

done under the supervision of the UNIX system administrator. The user interface for 

version 4.0 has been unchanged since the introduction of GRASS. Since GRASS can be 

used as a programming language using C in UNIX shell environments, it uses UNIX like 

user command interface. In other words, GRASS is executed by specifically typing 

commands to activate different functions. However, there are some GRASS functions that 

provide graphical user interfaces under X-window environments. Before running 

GRASS, the user must let GRASS know which map under which directory he or she 

wants to work with. The directory names and structures are specified in section 4.3. 

However, since GRASS map set databases tend to be huge in size, different users should 

use the same map set directory for accessing the same maps. The command g.access 

grants other users the right to access a particular map under a particular user directory. 
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This saves disk storage space since identical map sets are not stored many times under 

different user directories. The user who wants to access a particular map set must contact 

the system administrator or the person whose account the map set directory is stored 

under. 

To start GRASS, type grass4.0 at the UNIX shell command line. Figure A.1-1 

shows the GRASS start-up window with the map set name and storage directory. The 

location of this particular map set of Washington DC is under the wdc/tran sub-directories. 

This map set is stored under /home/ul/raj directory. The name of the map set directory is 

very important to get GRASS to run properly since GRASS looks for the map under the 

given directory at start-up. 

Once the desired map set database is specified, the user must also specify the 

desired region he or she wishes to work under. The desired region can be any size smaller 

than the size of the specified map. This can be done by using the g.region command 

which lets the user specifies the map boundaries. Figure A.1-2 shows the map boundaries 

of downtown Washington DC in UTM coordinate system. This region is a smaller area 

(downtown DC) than the default region of a 7.5 minute map of Northern Virginia, 

Southern Maryland, and Washington DC area. In other words, the specified region is a 

subset of a larger 7.5 minute region. 

The procedures above are necessary steps before running any of GRASS other 

commands. Some of the most powerful features of GRASS are its graphic displays under 

X-window environments. To run a graphic function, the user needs to start a graphic 

monitor(window) under GRASS. GRASS is capable of displaying up to ten graphic 

monitors at once but the user can only access one monitor at a time by selecting an 

appropriate monitor ID. The monitor size must be scaled to the desired size before 

displaying any graphics. Once the image is drawn, scaling the monitor size will empty the 

monitor and the image must be displayed again. However, GRASS does not redisplay the 

scaled image automatically. Figure A.1-3 takes the user through several steps necessary 

before displaying graphics in GRASS. 

In Figure A.1-3, the command d.mon start=x0 opens and selects a graphic monitor 

named x0. This command generally takes about 10 seconds to execute on the SPARC II. 

The command d.rast dc_ter displays the raster terrain map named dc_ter within the 

specified map region. Similarly, d.vect dc.building displays the vector data named 
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IDENTIFY REGION 

Seneesssseesseesssessssseeee= PEFAULT REGION ======== 

| Default North:4318728.3 

| 
| 

=sssscscx= YOUR REGION S=2ssas= 

! NORTH EDGE:4B08498. 3__ 

| 
| 
| 

Def. West |WEST EDGE | AST EDGE | Def. East 

| | 
| 
| 
| 

E 
315655 |322935_ 323965 326815 

| SOUTH EDGE:4307438.3__ 
| sanssaaaassaaanansaanarsacans 

| Default South:4304598. 3 

PROJECTION: 1 CUTM) ZONE: 18 

Default GRID RESOLUTION Region 
30 --- East-West --- 10 
30 -- North-South -- 10____ 

AFTER COMPLETING ALL ANSWERS, HIT <ESC> TO CONTINUE 
COR <Ctr1-C> TO CANCEL)   

Figure A.1-1 Specified terrain map region of Washington DC 

  

GRASS 4.0 

LOCATION: This is the name of an available geographic location. -spearfish- 
is the sample data base for which all tutorials are written. 

MAPSET: Every GRASS session runs under the name of a MAPSET. Associated 
with each MAPSET is a ractangular COORDINATE REGION and a list 
of any new maps created. 

DATABASE: This is the unix directory containing the geographic databases 

The REGION defaults to the entire area of the chosen LOCATION. 
You may change it later with the command: g. region 

LOCATION: [wdc (enter list for a list of locations) 
MAPSET: tran___ {or mapsets within a location) 

DATABASE: /home/ut/raj 
  

AFTER COMPLETING ALL ANSWERS, HIT <ESC> TO CONTINUE 
COR <Ctr1-C> TO CANCEL)   

Figure A.1-2 GRASS start-up window which user specifies map set 

dc.building which overlays on top of the terrain data if the selected monitor is still x0. The 
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Mapset <tran> in Location <wdc> 
GRASS 4.0 > d.mon start=x0 
Graphics driver [x0] started 

Mapset <tran> in Location <wdc> 
GRASS 4.0 > d.rast dc_ter 

Mapset <tran> in Location <wde> 
GRASS 4.0 > d.vect dc. building 
Vector file (dc. building] 

Selected information from dig header 
Organization: 
Map Name: 
Source Date: 
Orig. Scale: 0 

North: 0 
South: O 
East: O 
West: O 

Initializing [dce.building] ... Plotting ... Done 

Mapset <tran> in Location <wdc> 
GRASS 4.0 > d.mon start=x1 
Graphics driver [x1] started 

Mapset <tran> in Location <wde> 
GRASS 4.0 > d.profile de_ter 
r.stats: complete ... 100% 

Use mouse to choose action 

Figure A.1-3| Example of commands to display graphics 

resulting display of both terrain and buildings can be viewed in Figure A.1-4. Figure A.1- 

5 shows an example of terrain profile displays across the terrain map, denoted by A,C,D. 

Imagine that line A is a cut through the terrain, the profile display is the view looking from 

the side at cut A. 

Note that Figure A.1-5 is shown in reverse video where darker colors signify lower 

terrain elevations. The terrain data shown is used in conjunction with the building data to 

predict the signal path losses for a given region. The values on the right hand graphs are 

the terrain elevation in meters with respect to sea level. 

To export the terrain data in GRASS ASCII raster format, the command r.out.ascii 
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is used. Also, to export vector data to a GRASS ASCII vector format, v.out.ascii is 

needed. This is the data interface between GRASS and other external programs. These 

two commands are needed to get the necessary input files required by the propagation 

prediction programs. GRASS can also import raster data by the command r.in.ascii which 

converts GRASS ASCII files into GRASS binary files under the appropriate directories. 
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3 PROGRAR 
Laft: DO ANOTHER: == 

‘Middle: GLEAR DISPLAY 

Rights QUIT! = 

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

    
              

Figure A.1-5 Display results from ‘d.profile dc_ter’ command 
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Appendix B - Propagation Prediction Software 

This appendix presents a short overview of the propagation prediction software 

developed for this research. There are also a number of data processing programs written 

to process the measurement data and also the predicted power delay profile data. Overall, 

there are about 10,000 lines of C code developed for this project. Basic program 

operations and links between each program module as well as input/output data formats 

are also examined. 

B.1 Data I/O Formats 

The data input/output interface between programs is an important aspect of the 

propagation prediction tools. It is necessary to input appropriate spatial data to obtain 

useful outputs for coverage, interference, and power profile predictions. This I/O task is 

performed by a separate module so that future modification can be done easily. 

B.1.1 Input Data 

The terrain and building input data specifications are covered extensively in 

chapter five. It is necessary for the readers to understand the basic philosophy of raster 

and vector data before trying to understand the program operations. Therefore, the 

information will not be covered again here, but rather samples of actual buildings and 

terrain of Washington DC will be listed for reference. There is a total of six input data 

files needed to run the software. An example of a building data file is listed below: 

Building vector data file 

ORGANIZATION: MPRG 
DIGIT DATE: Fri Jul 31 20:41:15 
DIGIT NAME: tran 
MAP NAME: | dc_fin.dxf 
MAP DATE: 

MAP SCALE: 2400 
OTHER INFO: 

ZONE: 0 

WEST EDGE: 322926.448 
EAST EDGE: 323967.184 
SOUTH EDGE: 4307447.135 
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NORTH EDGE: 4308491.549 
MAP THRESH: 1.8288 
VERTI: 

A ll 
4307662.745 322932.658 
4307661.604 322975.705 
4307665.555 322975.664 
4307665.339 322983.184 
4307654.847 322982.408 
4307654.658 322989.656 
4307648.938 322989.543 
4307648.555 323010.153 
4307688.263 323011.218 
4307690.449 322933.44 
4307662.745 322932.658 
A 31 
4307736.903 322933.619 
4307836.033 322935.461 
4307835.243 322949.7 
4307830.297 322952.529 
4307829.855 322971.297 
4307834.542 322974.481 
4307833.41 323018.787 
4307828.467 323021.471 
4307828.006 323040.522 
4307833.395 323044.405 
4307832.139 323052.896 
4307825.031 323055.884 
4307819.048 323051.801 
4307791.079 323063.335 
4307789.922 323070.767 
4307782.891 323073.95 
4307776.24 323069.25 
4307768.197 323051.409 
4307771.282 323044.065 
4307771.648 323028.661 
4307772.936 323027.381 
4307788.615 323027.513 
4307790.175 322968.382 
4307801.815 322968.363 
4307801.672 322961.631 
4307766.69 322960.663 
4307766.079 322976.805 
4307774.573 322977.305 
4307773.807 322994.921 
4307735.174 322994246 
4307736.903 322933.619 
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Note that the first point and the last point is the same point, signifying the vectors 

completely encloses the area which is a building. The character A, at the beginning of 

each building denotes the immediate vectors below form a close area. 

Building height attributes file 

A 322975.7130000 43083 17.647000 177 
A 322984.4350000 4308134.742000 156 
A 322988.0020000 4308282.505000 103 
A 322989.4410000 4307681.347000 195 
A 322993.0470000 4307806.801000 186 
A 322995.7130000 4308254.468000 121 
A 323004.9120000 4308290.27 1000 101 
A 323012.6310000 4307549.472000 181 
A 323019.4350000 4308256.375000 126 
A 323023.5530000 4307494.508000 188 
A 323024.7280000 4308349.05 1000 140 
A 323026.7810000 4307611.515000 190 
A 323034.1840000 4307863.364000 74 
A 323044.3530000 4308139.441000 130 
A 323046.5760000 4307740.373000 187 
A 323063.6420000 4308298.544000 100 
A 323064.5890000 4308338.113000 128 
A 323070.1550000 430753 1.836000 194 
A 323073.5460000 4308480.614000 142 
A 323075.7220000 4308022.147000 142 
A 323084.0520000 4308136.013000 112 
A 323087.2450000 4307978.503000 158 
A 323088.0580000 4308077.782000 193 
A 323092.6030000 4308164.825000 86 
A 323093.7420000 4308254.5 16000 120 
A 323097.8340000 430817 1.373000 84 
A 323098.1700000 4307928.209000 166 
A 323099.5 170000 430845 1.207000 92 
A 323101.6210000 4308480.990000 122 

Each point specified is an attribute attached to a building. Its x,y coordinate is 

located inside the building perimeter that it is attached to. Again, the height 1s specified in 

feet and located at the last column in the data file. 

An example of a terrain data file is listed below: 
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Terrain elevation file 
north: 4308558.3 

south: 4307418.3 
east: 324025 

west: 322735 

rows: 76 

cols: 86 

86 86 87 87 87 87 86 86 86 86 85 85 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 81 81 80 80 78 78 77 77 76 76 76 
76 77 77 79 79 80 80 81 81 82 82 82 82 83 83 83 83 84 84 86 86 87 87 88 88 89 89 89 89 89 89 90 90 91 91 
91 91 94 94 95 95 97 97 97 97 97 97 96 96 95 95 
86 86 87 87 87 87 86 86 86 86 85 85 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 81 81 80 80 78 78 77 77 76 76 76 
76 77 77 79 79 80 80 81 81 82 82 82 82 83 83 83 83 84 84 86 86 87 87 88 88 89 89 89 89 89 89 90 90 91 91 
91 91 94 94 95 95 97 97 97 97 97 97 96 96 95 95 
85 85 84 84 86 86 86 86 85 85 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 82 82 82 82 80 80 78 78 76 76 75 75 76 
76 78 78 79 79 79 79 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 81 82 82 82 82 84 84 85 85 87 87 87 87 88 88 89 89 89 89 90 90 
90 90 93 93 95 95 95 95 96 96 96 96 95 95 95 95 
85 85 84 84 86 86 86 86 85 85 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 82 82 82 82 80 80 78 78 76 76 75 75 76 
76 78 78 79 79 79 79 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 81 82 82 82 82 84 84 85 85 87 87 87 87 88 88 89 89 89 89 90 90 
90 90 93 93 95 95 95 95 96 96 96 96 95 95 95 95 
84 84 84 84 83 83 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 82 82 81 81 80 80 77 77 76 76 75 75 77 
77 78 78 78 78 79 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 82 82 84 84 85 85 86 86 86 86 87 87 88 88 89 89 
89 89 92 92 95 95 96 96 95 95 96 96 95 95 95 95 
84 84 84 84 83 83 85 85 84 84 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 82 82 81 81 80 8077 77 76 76 75 75 77 
77 78 78 78 78 79 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 82 82 84 84 85 85 86 86 86 86 87 87 88 88 89 89 
89 89 92 92 95 95 96 96 95 95 96 96 95 95 95 95 
83 83 83 83 83 83 82 82 84 84 84 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 82 82 82 82 82 82 81 81 80 80 76 76 75 75 76 76 76 
7677 77 78 78 78 78 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 81 81 84 84 85 85 85 85 86 86 87 87 87 87 88 88 
89 89 91 91 94 94 95 95 95 95 94 94 94 94 94 94 

An example of a transmitter data file is listed below: 

Transmitter location coordinates 

1 
323610.0 4307663.0 40.0 

x,y coordinate at the beginning, and then transmitter height. Note that 40.0 

represents the transmitter height above ground level in feet. 

An example of a receiver file is listed below: 

Receiver location coordinates (All Rx locations specified) 
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296.295207 
299.485621 
302.676034 
305.866448 
309.056862 
312.247275 
315.437689 
318.628103 
321.818517 
325.008930 
328.199344 
331.389758 
334.580171 
337.770585 
340.960999 
344.151413 
347.341826 
350.532240 
353.722654 
356.913067 
360.103481 
363.293895 

284.65 1993 
284.555979 
284.459965 
284.363950 
284.267936 
284.171922 
284.075908 
283.979894 
283.883880 
283.787865 
283.691851 
283.595837 
283.499823 
283.403809 
283.307795 
283.211780 
283.115766 
283.019752 
282.923738 
282.827724 
282.731710 
282.635695 

x, y coordinate of receiver positions 

An example of a vector receiver coordinates is listed below: 

Receiver location coordinates (End points of Rx paths specified) 

L 4 
271.0 182.3 
348.5 180.1 
357.8 175.1 
511.4 169.3 

Note that there are three piece-wise linear segments (vector) specified in this file. 

The first segment starts at (271.0 182.3) and ends at (348.5 180.1), the second segment starts 

at (348.5 180.1) and ends at (357.8 175.1), and so on. This is an easy way of specifying a 

linear path along streets or sidewalks. 
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Antenna Pattern (Vertical) 

-90.0 -39.0 
-85.0 -27.0 
-80.0 -20.0 
-75.0 -12.5 
-70.0 -12.0 
-65.0 -9.4 
-60.0 -10.0 
-55.0 -8.2 
-50.0 -7.6 
-45.0 -6.8 
-40.0 -6.3 
-35.0 -6.5 
-30.0 -6.4 
-25.0 -6.4 
-20.0 -6.2 
-15.0 -5.8 
-10.0 -6.0 
-5.0 -6.0 
0.0 -7.0 
5.0 -8.2 
10.0 -8.4 
15.0 -8.6 
20.0 -10.4 
25.0 -10.6 
30.0 -10.4 
35.0 -11.4 
40.0 -13.0 
45.0 -10.6 
50.0 -12.0 
55.0 -10.8 
60.0 -13.0 
65.0 -13.8 
70.0 -12.8 
75.0 -14.4 
80.0 -18.8 
85.0 -26.0 
90.0 -70.0 

The first element is the angular displacement with respect to the horizontal plane. 

The second element specifies dB down from max antenna gain. Note that this file format 

can only be used for omnidirectional antennas. Directional antennas have not been taken 

into account by the program at this time but it can be incorporated into the code. Also, 

there are only 36 pattern samples in the file and this but be changed at a later time. 
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B.1.2 Output Data. 
There are two output files from the prediction program. The first output file is the 

power delay profiles of all the specified receiver locations. The other output file is the 

actual received signal power. Its format depends on whether the receiver locations were 

specified as raster or vector or point by point format. Note that all the information related 

to the channel can be obtained from the output power delay profile file such as rms delay 

spreads, 10 dB excess delay spreads, path losses, etc. An example of an output power 

delay profile file specification is listed below: 

TX_PARAMETERS: 

Tx_location(x,y,z) 

265.200000 264.770000 7.620000 

Tx_power(watt) 

1.000000E+00 

Wavelength(m) 
1.578947E-01 

COVERAGE_MAP: 

South 

0.000000 

West 

0.000000 

Total#elements 

0 

Map_resolution 
0.000000 

Cols 

0 

RX_PARAMETERS: 

Launch_angle_resol(rad) 

0.008727 

Rx_thresh(dBW) 

-145.000000 

RX_POWER_PROFILE: 

Rx_location (x,y,z) 

209.500000 311.250000 1.700000 

Time(sec) Power(watt) 

1.848444E-06 1.134976E-10 

1.785104E-06 1.209559E-10 

1.138728E-06 2.555527E-16 

9.097693E-07 7.907043E-15 

4.196525E-07 3.360584E-11 

1.245288E-06 3.505552E-15 

1.254754E-06 8.649443E-16 

1.139345E-06 1.634028E-14 

7.784484E-07 6.531112E-13 

6.656363E-07 1.334367E-11 

6.873512E-07 3.176291E-12 
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3.291859E-07 9.390564E-10 

2.426220E-07 2.595724E-08 

2.979358E-07 1.036002E-09 

7.048275E-07 3.055527E-12 

7.677292E-07 1.669370E-13 

1.799653E-06 2.979484E-11 

7.913782E-07 3.975388E-14 

7,305531E-07 7.223213E-13 

3.338660E-07 2.312488E-10 

2.856490E-07 1.074620E-09 

3.814714E-07 3.761621E-11 

7.449527E-07 1.751130E-13 

7.250441E-07 7.309459E-13 

8.796366E-07 1.337978E-13 

8.018680E-07 2.490791E-12 

5.327237E-07 9.750101E-11 

3.485023E-06 1.318005E-16 

2.438065E-07 3.413450E-09 

Rx_location (x,y,z) 

254.780000 312.650000 1.700000 

Time(sec) Power(watt) 

1.516550E-06 1.623458E-10 

1.645222E-07 4.800705E-08 

4.845710E-07 1.114096E-10 

4.360747E-07 5.124002E-10 

5.247408E-07 2.491014E-11 

9.943360E-07 1.089124E-13 

1.962637E-06 1.588763E-12 

9.283160E-07 3.057833E-14 

5.464943E-07 5.872125E-12 

4.620693E-07 1.187955E-10 

5.207769E-07 2.518160E-11 

3.335206E-06 1.433430E-16 

1.662640E-07 6.422958E-09 

Note that this file format is similar to that of GRASS vector file format. The first 

data field is the absolute time of arrival of a multipath component and the second data field 

contains its power. Also, the component arrival time specification is not listed in order 

due to inherent process of ray tracing. However, that is one of the task performed by the 

post processing program. This power delay profile file only contains delayed impulses 

which signifies infinite received system bandwidth. In order to simulate actual receiving 

pulses, these delayed impulses are convolved with a finite duration pulse of width equal to 

the maximum system time resolution. 
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B.2 Software Structures 

There are six program modules that make up the complete propagation prediction 

software: apc.c, data_pre.c, inpt_dat.c, trace_ra.c, diffrac.c, and evalfidt.c. Each module 

performs distinctively different tasks so that future upgrade is possible. For example, all 

ray tracing functions are grouped under one module and all input/output functions are 

grouped under a separate module. Figure B.2-1 shows the link structure of all the 

modules. Note that apc.c is the bridge between all modules. 

  

apc.c 

( main module) 

inpt_dat.c data_pre.c trace_ra.c diffrac.c 

data I/O (data pre- (ray tracing (find diff 

teata HO) processing) module) edges) 

| 
evalfidt.c 

(find recved 
diff field) 

      

        

                        

  

      

Figure B.2-1 Propagation prediction software module links 

apc.c is the main module that controls and coordinates of all modules. This is the 

main routine that coordinates different routines to do propagation prediction. First, it calls 

the function inputterr to read in the terrain data to a dynamically allocated two 

dimensional array. This terrain data is used to find out the elevation of any points within 

the map set. Then the function inputbuild is called to load in the building coordinates and 

height of each, building. Then function inputtx is used to input information about the 

transmitter positions and heights relative to ground elevation. The function Store_FS and 

Store FC are called to set up the numerical table of Fresnel sine and cosine integral. This 
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table is used later to calculate the diffracted fields. There are three modes of receiving 

location specification. The first mode specifies the end coordinates of the receiving paths 

when the receiver position is increased by a user specified distance. This is one of the 

mode used to compare the predicted versus the measured data when the measurements are 

taken on the cart in piece-wise linear paths. The second receiving mode is in a raster 

format. The receiving locations make up contours of signal levels throughout the 

specified map set area with uniform grid spacings. The third receiving mode specifies 

each receiving location coordinates in a file which is used when the measurements are 

taken by some automatic spatial data logging system such as the commercial GPS 

systems. For each receiving mode, the receiving position is calculated and passed to the 

ray tracing and the diffraction routines. The function Jaunch_rays and diffrac return the 

received power of the signal predicted. The receiving signal strength is computed by 

summing the power of each arriving components. Figure B.2-2 shows the flow diagram of 

the apc.c module. 

The module trace_ra.c contains all the functions used to trace rays from the 

receiver to the transmitter. It contains the routines used for ray tracing in both two and 

three dimensions. In the two dimensional ray tracing, the rays are launched at a specified 

angular separation for a complete circle. The rays are traced in 2D until it is intercepted 

by the receiver or it falls below the specified threshold. All the reflections are assumed to 

be specular with a reflection coefficients specified in refl_coef function. Once a ray 

intersects the receiver in 2D, then it is traced again in 3D with the same azimuthal 

direction but with the calculated launch angle elevation. The ray retracing in 3D is done to 

make sure all the intersections are true intersections and also to calculate the 3D ray 

unfolded path distance from Tx to Rx. If the ray overshoots any building in its path, then 

it is dropped from consideration and the program moves on to the next ray. Recursion 

technique is used to trace rays in both 2D and 3D. A reflection point is treated as a new 

source and a routine computes the new ray direction from the new source. The new ray 

direction can be of two types: reflected and transmitted. The reflected direction is the 

direction of the ray that obeys Snell law where the reflected angle is the same as the 

incident angle with respect to the intersecting wall. For the transmitted ray, the 

transmitted angle is assumed to be in the same direction as the incident angle. Also, the 

building searching algorithms use bounding boxes and bounding circles of the buildings. 

A bounding box contains many buildings in the same local area. The area of the bounding 
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box is specified by the user so that different bounding sizes can be experimented. A 

bounding circle of a building is a circle that encompasses every corner of that building. 

Obviously, this leads to many bounding circle overlaps, therefore if a ray intersects a 

bounding circle, it may or may not intersects the building inside. Another routine is used 

to check if the ray truly intersects any of the building wall within the bounding circle. 

These methods are employed to reduce the search time for building intersections so that 

the program would run a lot faster. The 3D ray tracing routine is similar to the 2D ray 

tracing routine except that the terrain and building heights are taken into account so that 

the intersection point is no longer 2D. Once all the launched rays are traced, the next step 

is to calculate the direct penetration loss through building walls and also the ground 

reflected ray if there is line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver. The direct 

penetration loss is computed by counting the number of walls that the rays penetrated and 

sum up the losses. The ground reflection assumes that the terrain is locally flat at the point 

of reflection and the ground reflection coefficient of 0.5. The total received signal given 

‘by this routine is the power sum of all the received signals through different paths. Figure 

B.2-3 shows the flow diagram of the module trace_ra.c. 

The module diffrac.c determines the true diffracting building edges from the 

transmitter to the receiver. This involves multiple diffraction over the building roofs and 

sides. The algorithms determine the knife edge geometries from random building 

orientations on top of terrain. Each building wall is represented by a knife edge 

perpendicular to the straight line connecting the transmitter and the receiver. This is the 

implementation of three dimensional diffraction model where wave energy can bend 

around roofs and corners of buildings. Terrain is not directly considered for diffraction in 

PCS environment, however terrain is very important since the diffracting edge heights are 

terrain dependent. 

To determine the diffracting edges, diffrac.c launches a direct ray between the 

transmitter and the receiver and determines all the building walls intersections in two 

dimensions. Each wall that intersects the direct ray in 2D is a potential diffracting edge, 

so a routine sorts all the potential diffracting edges from the nearest edge next to the 

transmitter to the nearest edge next to the receiver. After sorting, it figures out the true 

diffracting building edges in three dimensions and then stores the series of true diffracting 

building edges in memory. After all true diffractors are determined, then the modified 

Russell's routine is used to find the received field at a point caused by diffraction. 
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Figure B.2-3 Flow chart of trace_ra.c module 
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Due to the complexity of urban environments, only one diffractor is considered 

when the side diffraction mechanism is significant. The algorithms look at both the left 

side and the right side edges of the closest buildings to the transmitter and the receiver. If 

there is no other building obstructing Tx-diffractor-Rx or Rx-diffractor-Tx, then the side 

edge diffraction mode is significant and is taken into account. The total received power 

due to diffraction is the sum of roof diffracted power and side diffracted power. Figure 

B.2-4 shows the flow diagram of the module diffrac.c which determines the received 

power due to diffraction mechanisms. 

B.3 Summary 

This appendix outlines details of basic operations of the developed propagation 

prediction software. Due to the large size of the software, detailed implementation of 

algorithms are written as comments within the code. The purpose of this appendix is to 

help the reader understand the overall structures and operations of the software. It is not 

intended as a complete user manual but rather an introduction and a quick guide to the 

software. Experience in C programming language, AutoCAD, GIS (GRASS database), as 

well as electromagnetic propagation theory is needed if modification to the software is 

desired. However, any person with a basic background in any computer programming 

language and elementary EM field theory can set up and run the program without much 

problems. The software is designed to run on UNIX workstations but can also be ported 

to the PC with some memory code modifications and a 32 bit PC C compiler. The user 

interface is very limited with this version but it is sufficient as a research tool. 
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Figure B.2-4 Flow chart of diffrac.c module 
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